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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 General Information

BSIM3v3 is the latest industry-standard MOSFET model for deep-submicron

digital and analog circuit designs from the BSIM Group at the University of

Califomia at Berkeley. BSIM3v3.2.1 is based on its predecessor, BSIM3v3.2, with

the following changes:

• A bias-dependent Vfb is kept in the capacitance modeis, capMod=1 and 2.
• A version number checking is added; a warning message will be given if user-

specified version number is different from its default value of 3.2.1.

• Known bugs are fixed.

1.2 Organization of This Manual

This manual describes the BSIM3v3.2.1 model in the following manner:

Chapter 2 discusses the physical basis used to derive the I-V model.

Chapter 3 highlights a single-equation I-V model for all operating regimes.

Chapter 4 presents C-V modeling and focuses on the chargethickness model.

Chapter 5 describes in detail the restrutured NQS (Non-Quasi-Static) Model.

Chapter 6 discusses model parameter extraction.

Chapter 7 provides some benchmark test results to demonstrate the accuracy

and performance of the model.

• Chapter 8 presents the noise model.
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Organization of This Manual

• Chapter 9 describes the MOS diode I-V and C-V models,

• The Appendices list all model parameters, equations and references.
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CHAPTER 2: Physics-Based Derivation
ofl-V Model

The development of BSIM3v3 is based on Poisson's equation using gradual channel

approximation and coherent quasi 2D analysis, taking into account the effects of device

geometry and process parameters. BSIM3v3.2.1 considers the following physical

phenomena observed in MOSFET devices [1]:

Short and narrow channel effects on threshold voltage.
Non-uniform doping effect (in both lateral and vertical directions).
Mobility reduction due to vertical field.

Bulk charge effect.

Velocity saturation.

Drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL),
Channel length modulation (CLM).
Substrate current induced body effect (SCBE),
Subthreshold conduction.

Source/drain parasitic resistances.

2.1 Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel
Effects on Threshold Voltage

Accurate modeling of threshold voltage (Vtf,) is one of the most important

requirements for precise description of device electrical characteristics. In

addition, it serves as a useful reference point for theevaluation of device operation

regimes. By using threshold voltage, the whole device operation regime can be

divided into three operational regions.

BSiM3v3.2.1 Manual Copyright © 1999 UC Berkeley 2-1



Non-Uniform Doping and Smail Channei Effects on Threshoid Voitage

First, if the gate voltage is greater than the threshold voltage, the inversion charge

density is larger than the substrate doping concentration and MOSFET isoperating

in the strong inversion region and drift current is dominant. Second, if the gate

voltage is smaller than the inversion charge density is smaller than the

substrate doping concentration. The transistor is considered to be operating in the

weak inversion (or subthreshold) region. Diffusion current is now dominant [2].

Lastly, if the gate voltage is very close to the inversion charge density is close

to thedoping concentration andtheMOSFET is operating in the transition region.

In such a case, diffusion and drift currents are both important.

For MOSFET's with long channel length/width and uniform substrate doping

concentration, is given by [2]:

(2.1.1)

where VpB is the flat band voltage, Vr,deai is the threshold voltage of the long

channel device at zero substrate bias,andy is the body biascoefficient and is given

by:

(2.1.2)

Ĉ
ox

whereNa is the substrate dopingconcentration. The surface potential is given by:

(2.1.3)

_ - kgT ,
O.. = 2-^ln

\ ' /
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

Equation (2.1.1) assumes that the channel is uniform and makes use of the one

dimensional Poisson equation in the vertical direction of the channel. This model

is valid only when the substrate doping concentration is constant and the channel

length is long. Under these conditions, the potential is uniform along the channel.

Modifications have to be made when the substrate doping concentration is not

uniform and/or when the channel length is short, narrow, or both.

2.1.1 Vertical Non-Uniform Doping Effect

The substrate doping profile is not uniform in the vertical direction as

shown in Figure 2-1.

CO

CD
O

o

o
Q

"co

^ch

T
Xh

Approximation

Distribution

P^sub

Substrate Depth

Figure 2-1. Actual substrate doping distribution and its approximation.

The substrate doping concentration is usually higher near the Si/Si02

interface (due to adjustment) than deep into the substrate. The

distribution of impurity atoms inside the substrate is approximately a half
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Non-Uniform Doping and Smaii Channei Effects on Threshoid Voitage

gaussian distribution, as shown in Figure 2-1. This non-uniformity will

make y in Eq. (2.1.2) a function of the substrate bias. If the depletion

width is less than Xf as shown in Figure 2-1, in Eq. (2.1.2) is equal to

N(^ otherwise it is equal to

In order to take into account suchnon-uniform substrate doping profile, the

following Vfh model is proposed:

(2.1.4)

^th ~^Tideal "^bs ~V^7)~

For a zero substrate bias, Eqs. (2.1.1) and (2.1.4) give the same result,

and K2 can be determined by the criteria that and its derivative versus

should be the same at where is the maximum substrate bias

voltage. Therefore, using equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.4), and K2 [3] will

be given by the following:

where Yi and 72 body bias coefficients when the substrate doping

concentration are equal to N^h and respectively:

(2.1.7)

(2.1.5)

(2.1.6)
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Non-Uniform Doping and Smaii Channei Effects on Threshoid Voitage

Ĉ
ox

(2.1.8)

is the body bias when the depletion width is equal to X,. Therefore,

satisfies:

(2.1.9)

2e., ' "

If the devices are available, K\ and K2 can be determinedexperimentally. If

the devices are not available but the user knows the doping concentration

distribution, the user can input the appropriate parameters to specify

doping concentration distribution (e.g. N^t and X,). Then, ^"1 and K2

can be calculated using equations (2.1.5) and (2.1.6).

2.1.2 Lateral Non-Uniform Doping Effect

For some technologies, the doping concentration near the source/drain is

higher than that in the middle of the channel. This is referred to as lateral

non-uniform doping and is shown in Figure 2-2. As the channel length

becomes shorter, lateral non-uniform doping will cause to increase in

magnitude because the average doping concentration in the channel is

larger. The average channel doping concentration can be calculated as

follows:
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

_N^[L~2L^)+NpocketlL^ T ^ Npockef-N^

KT f 1
-A'.- 1+-

L N

(2.1.10)

Due to the lateral non-uniform doping effect, Eq. (2.1.4) becomes:

Ka ~^ihO +^1 V^7)~
,, I, Nix , rr—h. — -l ^

(2.1.11)

Eq. (2.1.11) can be derived by setting = 0, and using The

fourth term in Eq. (2.1.11) is used to model the body bias dependence of

the lateral non-uniform doping effect. This effect gets stronger at a lower

body bias. Examination of Eq. (2.1.11) shows that the threshold voltage

will increase as channel length decreases [3].

rpocket Mx)d<et\

Figure 2-2. Lateral doping profile is non-uniform.
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

2.1.3 Short Channel Effect

The threshold voltage of a long channel device is independent of the chan

nel length and the drain voltage. Its dependence on the body bias is given by

Eq. (2.1.4). However, as the channel length becomes shorter, the threshold

voltage shows a greater dependence on the channel length and the drain

voltage. The dependence of the threshold voltage on the body bias becomes

weaker as channel length becomes shorter, because the body bias has less

control of the depletion region. The short-channel effect is included in the

Vfh model as:

(2.1.12)

V„ = V,.„

+ K, y/^-AV„

where AV^/, is the threshold voltage reduction due to the short channel

effect. Many models have been developed to calculate AVff,. They used

either numerical solutions [4], a two-dimensional charge sharing approach

[5,6], or a simplified Poisson's equation in the depletion region [7-9]. A

simple, accurate, and physical model was developed by Z. H. Liu et al

[10]. This model was derived by solving the quasi 2D Poisson equation

along the channel. This quasi-2D model concluded that:

(2.1.13)

AV„=0„(LX2(n,.-«I>,)+V^)

where is the built-in voltage of the PN junction between the source and

the substrate and is given by
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Non-Uniform Doping and Smali Channei Effects on Threshold Voltage

(2.1.14)

q nf

where Nj in is thesource/drain doping concentration with a typical value of

around ixio^° cm'̂ . The expression Q,h(L) is a short channel effect

coefficient, which has a strong dependence on the channel length and is

given by:

(2.1.15)
(L) = [exp(-L/2/f) + 2exp(-L//,)]

Ifis referred to as the characteristic length and is given by

(2.1.16)

. _ j^si^ox^dep
'~V ^oxn

Xdep is the depletion width in the substrate and is given by

(2.1.17)

V l2eA^.-yJ
""•"V 9^.

is larger near the drain than in the middle of the channel due to the

drain voltage. Xj^p / T| represents the average depletion width along the

channel.

Based on the above discussion, the influences of drain/source charge

sharing and DIBL effects onV^/^are described by (2.1.15). In order to make

the model fit different technologies, several parameters such as
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

Dsub, EtaQ and Etab are introduced, and the following modes are used to

account for charge sharing and DIBL effects separately.

(^) = A/0[exp(-A/1 L/21,) + 2exp(-D,„LI I,)]

AV,.(L) =0,.(i,Xn,-<D,)

V ^ox

^dibi = [exp(-A«/, LI21,q)+ 2exp(-D,„j^ L / /,o)]

AVthiVds)=6m(L)(EtaO+ EtabVbs)Vds

(2.1.18)

(2.1.19)

(2.1.20)

(2.1.21)

(2.1.22)

where Ijq is calculated by Eq. (2.1.20) at zero body-bias. D^,i is basically

equal to in Eq. (2.1.16). D^t2 is introduced to take care of the

dependence of the doping concentration on substrate bias since the doping

concentration is not uniform in the vertical direction of the channel. is

calculated using the doping concentration in the channel (N^h).

A/h^v/2» EtaO, Etab and Dsuby which are determined experimentally, can

improveaccuracy greatly. Even though Eqs. (2.1.18), (2.1.21) and (2.1.15)

have different coefficients, they all still have the same functional forms.

Thus the devicephysics represented by Eqs. (2.1.18), (2.1.21) and (2.1.15)

are still the same.

BSIM3V3.2.1 Manual Copyright © 1999 UC Berkeley 2-9



Non-Uniform Doping andSmaii Channei Effects onThreshoid Voitage

As channel length L decreases, AV,;, will increase, and in turn V,;, will

decrease. If a MOSFET has a LDD structure, in Eq. (2.1.14) is the

doping concentration in the lightly doped region. V^i in a LDD-MOSFET

will be smaller as compared to conventional MOSFET's; therefore the

threshold voltage reduction due to the short channel effect will be smaller

in LDD-MOSFETs.

As the body bias becomes more negative, the depletion width will increase

as shown in Eq. (2.1.17). Hence AV,/, will increase due to the increase in /,.

The term:

will also increase as Vf,, becomes more negative (for NMOS). Therefore,

the changes in

and in AV,;, will compensate for each other and make less sensitive to

Vhs' This compensation is more significant as the channel length is

shortened. Hence, the of short channel MOSFET's is less sensitive to

body bias as compared to a long channel MOSFET. For the same reason,

the DIBL effect and the channel length dependence of are stronger as

Vh, is made more negative. This was verified by experimental data shown

in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4. Although Liu et al. found an accelerated

roll-off and non-linear drain voltage dependence [10] as the channel

became very short, a linear dependence of V,fj on is nevertheless a good

approximation for circuit simulation as shown in Figure 2-4. This figure

shows that Eq. (2.1.13) can fit the experimental data very well.
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Non-Uniform Doping and Smaii Channei Effects on Threshold Voltage

Furthermore, Figure 2-5 shows how this model can fit various channel

lengths under various bias conditions.

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

L= 0.35um

Vb=

ov,—

""*• •—o

1 1

1 2

Vds (V)

Figure 2-3. Threshold voltage versus the drain voltage at different body biases.

.1
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o
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A \ Vbs=.-1.2V
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_

E

1 . . > ^. 1 ,.
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Figure 2-4. Channel lengthdependence of threshold voltage.
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

2-12

2.0

1.5
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Figure 2-5. Threshold voltage versus channel length at different biases.

2.1.4 Narrow Channel Effect

The actual depletion region in the channel is always larger than what is

usually assumed under the one-dimensional analysis due to the existence of

fringing fields [2]. This effect becomes very substantial as the channel

width decreases and the depletion region underneath the fringing field

becomes comparable to the "classical" depletion layer formed from the

vertical field. The net result is an increase in It is shown in [2] that this

increase can be modeled as:

(2.1.23)

â dmax. _ ^
2CW W
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

The right hand side of Eq. (2.1.23) represents the additional voltage

increase. This change in V^/jis modeled by Eq. (2.1.24a). This formulation

includes but is not limited to the inverse of channel width due to the fact

that the overall narrow width effect is dependent on process (i.e. isolation

technology) as well. Hence, parameters and Wq are introduced as

{K,+K„VJ—^—<D,3 V, '

(2.1.24a)

is the effective channel width (with no bias dependencies), which

will be defined in Section 2.8. In addition, we must consider the narrow

width effect for small channel lengths. To do this we introduce the

following:

Dvro\
f jy. ^eff Leff Weff Leffexpi-Dvriw ) + 2 exp(-Dvriw —-——)

2ltw Itw

(2.1.24b)

(Vbi-0s)

When all of the above considerations for non-uniform doping, short and

narrow channel effects on threshold voltage are considered, the final

complete expression implemented in SPICE is as follows:
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Non-Uniform Doping and Small Channel Effects on Threshold Voltage

2-14

(

bxeg

+K,
\ox

AtDv

J ^ .
/ /

exf

\

r f
exf

2/.

4r

+2exf

Atd +2exj

V V
/

exf

\

-Dxub^
to

+2ex{ -D
I

^\t\v

^ L-A.f
\

-o.

^fur

\^tao ^taiybse^ds

(2.1.25)

where T„x dependence is introduced in the model parameters and K2 to

improve thescalibility of V,h model with respect to T„^. V^hOoxy ^Xox andK20X

are modeled as

and

K,ox = K,

K2ox=K2

oxm

r„.

Tfjxni is the gate oxide thickness at which parameters are extracted with a

default value of T,,^.

In Eq. (2.1.25), all terms have been substituted with a expression

as shown in Eq. (2.1.26). This is done in order to set an upper bound for the

body bias value during simulations since unreasonable values can occur if

this expression is not introduced (see Section 3.8 for details).
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(2.1.26)

Vhs^ = Vhc +0.5[ Vib.v —Vhc —S\ +^JiVbs —Vbc —Sl)^ —4S\Vbc ]

where 6i = 0.00IV. The parameter is the maximum allowable Vbs

value and is calculated from the condition of dVjfJdVfj^=0 for the V^;,

expression of 2.1.4,2.1.5, and 2.1.6, and is equal to:

^/.=0.9

2.2 MobUity Model

A good mobility model is critical to the accuracy of a MOSFET model. The

scattering mechanisms responsible for surface mobility basically include phonons,

coulombic scattering, and surface roughness [11, 12]. For good quality interfaces,

phonon scattering is generally the dominant scattering mechanism at room

temperature. In general, mobility depends on many process parameters and bias

conditions. For example, mobility depends on the gate oxide thickness, substrate

doping concentration, threshold voltage, gate and substrate voltages, etc. Sabnis

and Clemens [13] proposed an empirical unified formulation basedon the concept

of an effective field which lumps many process parameters and bias conditions

together. defined by

P -QB+iQnl2)
% ;̂

si

(2.2.1)

The physical meaning of can be interpreted as the average electrical field

experienced by the carriers in the inversion layer [14]. The unified formulation of

mobility is then given by
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(2.2.2)

^ejf-
/^O

Values for jiQ, Eq, and Vwere reported by Liang et al. [15] andToh et al [16] to be

the following for electrons and holes

Parameter Electron (surface) Hole (surface)

Po (cmVVlyec) 670 160

Eq (MV/cm) 0.67 0.7

V 1.6 1.0

Table 2-1. Topical mobility values for electrons and holes.

For an NMOS transistor with n-type poly-silicon gate, Eq. (2.2.1) can be rewritten

in a more useful form that explicitly relates E^ffio thedevice parameters [14]

Eeff =

(2.2.3)

6Zox

Eq. (2.2.2) fits experimental data very well [15], but it involves a very time

consuming power function in SPICE simulation. Taylor expansion Eq. (2.2.2) is

used, and the coefficients are left to be determined by experimental data or to be

obtained by fitting the unified formulation. Thus, we have
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(mobMod=l) (2.2.4)

JLUff =

1+(f/. + +2V,i.^ +2V.>^2
Tox Tox

where ^gs^Vg^Vf^ To account for depletion mode devices, another mobility

model option is given by the following

(mobMod=2) (2.2.5)

=

1+(l/o -UcVb^)<^^) +Ubi^^f
Tox Tox

The unified mobility expressions in subthreshold and stronginversion regions will

be discussed in Section 3.2.

To consider the body bias dependence of Eq. 2.2.4 further, we have introduced the

following expression:

(For mobMod=3) (2.2.6)
pu,

pUff =
1+[Ua(V +if^Vb^-)

Tox Tox

2.3 Carrier Drift Velocity

Carrier drift velocity is also one of the most important parameters. The following

velocity saturation equation [17] is used in the model
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v=_M£_
1+(£/£«,)

= Vsat->

(2.3.1)

E<Esat

E>E.sat

The parameter corresponds to the critical electrical field at which the carrier

velocity becomes saturated. In order to have a continuous velocity model at £ =

E,^t,E,a, must satisfy:

F —^^sat
^sat

^eff

(2.3.2)

2.4 Bulk Charge Effect

2-18

When the drain voltage is large and/or when the channel length is long, the

depletion "thickness" of the channel is non-uniform along the channel length. This

will cause to vary along the channel. This effect is called bulk charge effect

[14].

The parameter, is used to take into account the bulk charge effect. Several

extracted parameters such as Aq, Bq- ^re introduced to account for the channel

length and width dependences of the bulk charge effect. In addition, theparameter

Keta is introduced to model the change in bulk charge effect under high substrate

bias conditions. It should be pointed out that narrow width effects have been

considered in theformulation of Eq. (2.4.1). TheA^expression is given by

\ulk~ 1+

bseff

A.A'eff

dtp

1—4 V^ ^gs^gsiejn
4̂# ^y^J^dep ^

(2.4.1)

1

l+Keta^,>seff
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where Aq, Agg, Bq, and Keta are determined by experimental data. Eq. (2.4.1)

shows that is very close to unity if the channel length is small, and

increases as channel length increases.

2.5 Strong Inversion Drain Current (Linear
Regime)

2.5.1 Intrinsic Case (iR^O)

In the strong inversion region, the general current equation at any pointy

along the channel is given by

(2.5.1)
Ij, = - AbulkV{y))V(y)

The parameter ^gst = {Vgs - Vth)' ^ is the device channel width, is the

gate capacitance per unit area, V(y) is the potential difference between

minority-carrier quasi-Fermi potential and the equilibrium Fermi potential

in the bulk at point y, v(y) is thevelocity of carriers atpointy.

With Eq. (2.3.1) (i.e. before carrier velocity saturates), the drain current

can be expressed as

L = WC„(V,. -v„ - Aw.V(,.,)
l + Eiy)/E^

Eq. (2.5.2) can be rewritten as follows

(2.5.2)
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(2.5.3)

dy

By integrating Eq. (2.5.2) from y = 0 to y = L and V(y) = 0 to V(y) =

we arrive at the following

(2.5.4)

W

L\ + V^/E^,L
YY 1

^dx - ox V 1 . T7 /p ~^th ~

The drain current model in Eq. (2.5.4) is valid before velocity saturates.

For instances when the drain voltage is high (and thus the lateral electrical

field is high at the drain side), the carrier velocity near the drain saturates.

The channel region can now be divided into two portions: one adjacent to

the source where the carrier velocity is field-dependent and the second

where the velocity saturates. At the boundary between these two portions,

the channel voltage is the saturation voltage and the lateral

electrical is equal to ^sat' After the onset of saturation, we can substitute v

= and into Eq. (2.5.1) to get the saturation current:

(2.5.5)

By equating eqs. (2.5.4) and (2.5.5) at E = Eg^j and v^g = V^g^j, we can

solve for saturation voltage V^g^f

V =
' dxat

(2.5.6)

Es.L(y,, -VJ
A„ui£^L + (y^,-V„)
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2.5.2 Extrinsic Case (/?^>0)

Parasitic source/drain resistance is an important device parameter which

can affect MOSFET performance significantly. As channel length scales

down, the parasitic resistancewill not be proportionally scaled. As a result,

will have a more significant impact on device characteristics. Modeling

of parasitic resistance in a direct method yields a complicated drain current

expression. In order to make simulations more efficient, the parasitic

resistances is modeled such that the resulting drain current equation in the

linear region can be calculateed [3] as

^tot ^ch ^ds

I , ff f w (V - Vds /2)
«' I 1+ V^/(£,„,«

(2.5.9)

^ I gst ~ ^bulk ^ds )^ds

Due to the parasitic resistance, the saturation voltage will be larger

than that predicted by Eq. (2.5.6). Let Eq. (2.5.5) be equal to Eq. (2.5.9).

^dsat parasitic resistance becomes

(2.5.10)

-b-ylb^ -4ac
^dsat =

2a

The following are the expression for the variables a, b, and c:
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2 1
^ ~ ^hulk^ds^ox^^sat {~—l)Abulk

b = -1) + )

^~ ^sat^^gst ^^ds^ox^^sat^gst
A = AiVgst + A2

(2.5.11)

The last expression for Xis introduced to account for non-saturation effect

of the device. The parasitic resistance is modeled as:

(2.5.11)

_ (1 + ~))
(io'w,/r^<ls ~

The variable i?ifevt;is the resistance per unit width, W^is a fitting parameter,

P^and P^are the body bias and the gate bias coeffecients, repectively.

2.6 Strong Inversion Current and Output
Resistance (Saturation Regime)

A typical I-V curve and its output resistance are shown in Figure2-6. Considering

only the draincurrent, the I-V curvecan be divided into two parts: the linearregion

in which the drain current increases quickly with the drain voltage and the

saturation region in which the drain current has a very weak dependence on the

drain voltage. The first order derivative reveals more detailed information about

the physical mechanisms which are involved during device operation. The output

resistance (which is the reciprocal of the first order derivative of the I-V curve)
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curve can be clearly divided into four regions with distinct 7?^^^ vj.

dependences.

The first region is the triode (or linear) region in which carrier velocity is not

saturated. The output resistance is verysmall because the draincurrent has a strong

dependence on the drain voltage. The other three regions belong to the saturation

region. As will be discussed later, there are three physical mechanisms which

affect the output resistance in the saturation region: channel length modulation

{CLM) [4, 14], drain-induced barrier lowering {DIBL) [4, 6, 14], and the substrate

current induced body effect {SCBE) [14, 18, 19]. All three mechanisms affect the

output resistance in the saturation range, but each of them dominates in only a

single region. It will be shown next that channel length modulation {CLM)

dominates in the second region, DIBL in the third region, and SCBE in the fourth

region.

3.0

Triode

Figure 2-6. General behavior of MOSFET output resistance.
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Generally, drain currentis a function of the gate voltage and the drain voltage. But

thedrain current depends on thedrain voltage very weakly in thesaturation region.

A Taylor seriescan be usedto expand the drain currentin the saturation region [3].

(2.6.1)

IdsiVgs.Vds) =lds(ygs' ydsat)+ ' (Vj, - Vj^,)
^"ds

—r /I I ^ds ~ ^dsat \
= idsaty^ +— )

where

(2.6.2)

^dsat ~ ^ds(^gs,^dsat) ~ ^^sat^ox ^^gst ~ ^bulk ^dsat)

and

(2.6.3)

Va =Idsa,(^T^

The parameter is called the Early voltage and is introduced for the analysis of

the output resistance in the saturation region. Only the first order term is kept in the

Taylor series. We also assume that the contributions to the Early voltage from all

three mechanisms are independent and can be calculated separately.
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2.6.1 Channel Length Modulation (CLM)

If channel length modulation is the only physical mechanism to be taken

into account, then according to Eq. (2.6.3), the Early voltage can be

calculated by

(2.6.4)

1/ _r \-l ^bulk^sat^'^^gst f d AL
^ACLM - ^dsat( ny ) = ;;dL Hulk^sat ^Vds

where AL is the length of the velocity saturation region; the effective

channel length is L-AL. Based on the quasi-two dimensional

approximation, V^Q^fcan be derivedas the following

1/ _^bulk^sat^+^gst ^^ACLM T TT-; iVds - ^dsat)
^bulk^sar

(2.6.5)

where Vji^cLM Early Voltage due to channel length modulation

alone.

The parameter is introduced into the VaCLM expression not only to

compensate for the error caused by the Taylor expansion in the Early

voltage model, but also to compensate for the error in Xy since /« JXj

and the junction depth Xj can not generally be determined very accurately.

Thus, the l^Q^became

y _ ^ ^bulk^sat '̂̂ ^gst
^ACLM - — {Vjs - Vdsat)

'elm ^bulk^sat'

(2.6.6)
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2.6.2 Drain-Induced Barrier Lo^^ering (DIBL)

As discussed above, threshold voltage can be approximated as a linear

function of the drain voltage. According to Eq. (2.6.3), the Early voltage

due to the DIBL effect can be calculated as:

V -/
^ADIBLC 'dsaiy-i-^r -krr /

(Vgst^+lvt)
VADfBLC = -

+ PaBlXsVixt^)

j Ahulk^/dsat ^
AbtdkVds(a +Vgst^+2Vi J

(2.6.7)

During the derivation of Eq. (2.6.7), the parasitic resistance is assumed to

be equalto 0. Asexpected, V^/)/blc is a strong function of L as shown in Eq.

(2.6.7). As channel length decreases, decreases very quickly. The

combinationof the CLMand DIBLeffects determines the output resistance

in the third region, as was shown in Figure 2-6.

Despite the formulation of these two effects, accurate modeling of the

output resistance in the saturation region requires that the coefficient

OfhiL) be replaced by ^rout^^y Q^hiL) and Qrout^^^ same

channel length dependencies but different coefficients. The expression for

is

(2.6.8)

® (L) = [exp(-D„„L/21,)+ 2exp(-D„,„,L/l,)] +

Parameters Pdiblch ^diblcl^ ^rout ^® introduced to correctfor

DIBL effect in the strong inversion region. The reason why is not
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equal to PdiblcX ^vt\ equal to is because the gate voltage

modulates theDIBL effect. When the threshold voltage is determined, the

gate voltage is equal to the threshold voltage. But in the saturation region

where the output resistance is modeled, the gate voltage is much larger than

the threshold voltage. Drain induced barrier lowering may not be the same

at different gate bias. P^nbid usually very small (may be as small as

8.0E-3). If P^ibici is placed into the threshold voltage model, it will not

cause any significant change. However it is an important parameter in

^ADIBL for iong channel devices, because Pdibld will be dominant in Eq.
(2.6.8) if the channel is long.

2.6.3 Current Expression without Substrate Current Induced
Body Effect

In order to have a continuous drain current and output resistance

expression at the transition point between linear and saturation region, the

^Asat parameter is introduced into the Early voltage expression. is
the Early Voltageat and is as follows:

(2.6.9)
T/ _ ^dsat ^^ds^sat^ox^(^gst ~ ^bulkYds ^2)

^^AhulkRds^satCoxW

Total Early voltage, V^, can be written as

V.=Vauu +(^—+—
V V^ACLM ^ADIBL

(2.6.10)
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The complete (with no impact ionization at high drain voltages) current

expression in the saturation region is given by

(2.6.11)

Furthermore, another parameter, P^, is introduced in to account for
the gate bias dependence of more accurately. The final expression for

Early voltage becomes

(2.6.12)

Va =VAm +(1 + )(^—+ i )-'
EsalLeff VaCLM VaDIBLC

2.6.4 Current Expression withSubstrate Current Induced Body
Effect

When the electrical field near the drain is very large (> O.lMV/cm), some

electrons coming from the source will be energetic (hot) enough to cause

impact ionization. This creates electron-hole pairs when they collide with

silicon atoms. The substrate current thus created during impact

ionization will increase exponentially with thedrain voltage. A well known

^sub [20] is given as:

Bd

V -V
dx dxat

(2.6.13)
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The parameters A/ and Bi are determined from extraction. will affect

the drain current in two ways. The total drain current will change because it

is the sum of the channel current from the source as well as the substrate

current. The total drain current can now be expressed [21] as follows

^ds ^sub

— Idso
. (Vds—Vdsal^
1 J i

Bi , Bil ,
—exp( )
Ai Vds-Vdsa.

(2.6.14)

The total drain current, including CLM, DIBL and SCBE, can be written as

(2.6.15)

I =Wv C (V -A V Ifl I ~ VI I ~'ds V' ^hulk ^dsat ^ ,7 ^ ,, )
y^ YASCBE

where Vascbe can also be called as the Early voltage due to the substrate

current induced body effect. Its expression is the following

(2.6.16)
Bi Bil

Vascbe——exp( )
Ai Vds-Vdsa,

From Eq. (2.6.16), we can see that Vascbe is a strong function of V^y In

addition, we also observe that Vascbe is small only when is large. This

is why SCBE is important for devices with high drain voltage bias. The

channel length and gate oxide dependence of Vascbe comes from V^^^^ and

/. We replace Bi with PSCBEl and Ai/Bi with PSCBEl/L to yield the

following expression for Vascbe
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(2.6.17)

^ = ^SCBEl PSCBE\^ N
^ASCBE L - Vj^„,

The variables Pgcbel ^scbel determined experimentally.

2.7 Subthreshold Drain Current

Thedrain current equation in the subthreshold region canbe expressed as [2,3]

(2.7.1)
V V -V -V

=/,o(l-exp(-^))exp(^^-^^^ ^)
V, nvf

(2.7.2)

Here the parameter Vf is the thermal voltage and is given by K^/q. is the

offset voltage, as discussed in Jeng's dissertation [18]. V^is an important
parameter which determines the drain current at V^y = 0. In Eq. (2.7.1), the

parameter n is the subthreshold swing parameter. Experimental data shows that the

subthreshold swing is a function of channel length and the interface state density.

These two mechanisms are modeled by the following

where the term

(2.7.3)

{Cdsc+CtscdVds+Cdsch Vhx^^exp(—ZXn——)+2ejq)(—ZXti——) ]
„_1 . xr ^ . V 2// I, J , Cit
tl — 1 T ISfactor 1 — — H

Cox Cox Cox
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{Cdsc +CdscdVds +Cdscb CXp(—DvTX )+26Xp(—DvT\ ) j
V lit It J

represents the coupling capacitance between the drain or source to the channel.

The parameters ^dscd ^nd Cdscb are extracted. The parameter Eq. (2.7.3)

is the capacitance due to interface states. From Eq. (2.7.3), it can be seen that

subthreshold swing shares the same exponential dependence on channel length as

the DIBL effect. The parameter Nfactor is introduced to compensate for errors in

the depletion width capacitance calculation. Nfactor is determined experimentally

and is usually very close to 1.

2.8 Effective Channel Length and Width

The effective channel length and width used in all model expressions is given

below

(2.8.1)

Ijejf — Ldrawn —

(2.8.2a)

Weff = Wdrawti —2dW

(2.8.2b)

Weff=Wdra^t>t^-2dW'

The only difference between Eq. (2.8.2a) and (2.8.2b) is that the former includes

bias dependencies. The parameters dWand dL are modeledby the following
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(2.8.3)

m +dW,(VK.,-V^)
<ilV'=W,+^^ +

(2.8.4)

dL =Li„,+-^ +-^+—'0^ jL\n jyLw/i ^Lliijy^Lw/i

These complicated formulations require some explanation. From Eq. (2.8.3), the

variable models represents the tradition manner from which "delta W" is

extracted (from the intercepts of straights lines on a VR^ vs. ^(tam The

parameters dWg and dWi, have been added to account for the contribution of both

front gate and back side (substrate) biasing effects. For dL, the parameter Lj^

represents the traditional manner from which "delta L" is extracted (mainly from

the intercepts of lines from a vs. L^trxxm

The remaining terms in both dW and dL are included for the convenience of the

user. They are meant to allow the user to model each parameter as a function of

^dmvn? ^drmn associated product terms. In addition, the freedom to

model these dependencies as other than just simple inverse functions of Wand L is

also provided for the user. For dW, they are Win and Wwn. For dL they are Lin and

Lwn.

By default all of the above geometrical dependencies for both dW and dL are

turned off. Again, these equations are provided for the convenience of the user. As

such, it is up to the user to adopt the correct extraction strategy to ensure proper

use.
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2.9 Poly Gate Depletion Effect

When a gate voltage is applied to a heavily doped poly-silicon gate, e.g. NMOS

with n"^ poly-silicon gate, a thin depletion layer will be formed at the interface

between the poly-silicon and gate oxide. Although this depletion layer is very thin

due to the high doping concentration of the poly-Si gate, its effect cannot be

ignored in the 0.1|im regime since the gate oxide thickness will also bevery small,

possibly 50A or thinner.

Figure 2-7 shows an NMOSFET with a depletion region in the n"^ poly-silicon

gate. The doping concentration in the n"^ poly-silicon gate is Ng^te and the doping

concentration inthe substrate is The gate oxide thickness is The depletion

width in the poly gate is Xp. The depletion width in the substrate is X^. If we

assume the doping concentration in the gate is infinite, then no depletion region

will exist in the gate, and there would be one sheet of positive charge whose

thickness is zero at the interface between thepoly-silicon gate andgateoxide.

In reality, the doping concentration is, of course, finite. The positive charge near

the interface of the poly-silicon gate and the gate oxide is distributed over a finite

depletion region with thickness Xp. In the presence of the depletion region, the

voltage drop across the gate oxide and the substrate will bereduced, because part

of the gate voltage will be dropped across the depletion region in the gate. That

means the effective gate voltage will be reduced.
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PolyGale Depletion (Width Xp)

P Nsub

Inversion Charge Depletion In Substrate (Width Xd)

B

Figure 2-7. Charge distribution in a MOSFET with the poly gate depletion effect.
The device is in the strong inversion region.

2-34

The effective gate voltage can be calculated in the following manner. Assume the

doping concentration in the poly gate is uniform. The voltage drop in the poly gate

(Vp„iy) can be calculated as

(2.9.1)

Vnnl\> ~ _ X ryrthtEpoly - 2^polypoly - 2e^.

where Epf,iy is the maximum electrical field in the poly gate. The boundary

condition at the interface of poly gate and the gate oxide is

^ox^ox ~ ^si^poly ~

(2.9.2)
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where is the electrical field in the gate oxide. The gate voltage satisfies

y -Y =y +y
^gs ^FB ^poly ^ ^ox

(2.9.3)

where V„x is the voltage drop across the gate oxide and satisfies

According to the equations (2.9.1) to (2.9.3), we obtain the following

(2.9.4)

4v,-VF,-^s-V,J-V^,y=0

where (2.9.5)

a =

gate^ox

By solving the equation (2.9.4), we get the effective gate voltage (Vg.,_^j^) which is

equal to:

(2.9.6)

V =V +0 I^"i^gai^ox
^si^gaJox

Figure 2-8 shows versus the gate voltage. The threshold voltage is

assumed to be0.4V. If = 40 A, the effective gate voltage can be reduced by 6%

due to thepoly gate depletion effect as theapplied gatevoltage is equal to 3.5V.
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Figure 2-8. Theeffective gatevoltage versus applied gatevoltage at different gate
oxide thickness.

The drain current reduction in the linear region as a function of the gate voltage

can now be determined. Assume the drain voltage is very small, e.g. 50mV. Then

the linear drain current isproportional toCJVg,- V^h). The ratio ofthe linear drain

currentwith and without polygate depletion is equal to:

^ds^gs_eff ) _ gs_ejf ^th)
IdsiVgs) "

(2.9.7)

Figure 2-9 shows Id.XVgs_eff) >hsi^gs) versus the gate voltage usingEq. (2.9.7). The

drain currentcan be reduced by several percentdue to gate depletion.
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Figure 2-9. Ratio of linear region current with polygate depletioneffectand that
without.
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CHAPTER 3: Unified I-V Model

The development of separate model expressions for such device operation regimes as

subthreshold and strong inversion were discussed in Chapter 2. Although these

expressions can accurately describe device behavior within their own respective region of

operation, problems are likely to occur between two well-described regions or within

transition regions. In order tocircumvent this issue, a unified model should be synthesized

to not only preserve region-specific expressions but also to ensure the continuities of

current and conductance and their derivatives in all transition regions as well. Such high

standards are kept in BSIM3v3.2.1 . As a result, convergence and simulation efficiency

are much improved.

This chapter will describe the unified I-V model equations. While most of the parameter

symbols in this chapter are explained in the following text, a complete description of all I-

V model parameterscan be found in Appendix A.

3.1 Unified Channel Charge Density
Expression

Separate expressions for channel charge density are shown below for subthreshold

(Eq. (3.1.1a) and (3.1.1b)) and strong inversion (Eq. (3.1.2)). Both expressions are

valid for small
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Unified Channel Charge Density Expression

where Qq is

Qchsubso = 0oexp( )
nvi

_ iq&iNch Voff
2»= ,r:r;—"'SxpC )V 2^s nvt

QchsO —Cox(Vgs —Vlt/i)

(3.1.1a)

(3.1.1b)

(3.1.2)

In both Eqs. (3.1.1a) and (3.1.2), the parameters QchsubsO and Q^hso are the channel

charge densities at the source for very small Vds. Toform a unified expression, an

effective (Vg^Vf^ function named Vg^t^ is introduced to describe the channel

charge characteristicsfrom subthreshold to strong inversion

2 « V/ In

Vgsteff =

, / ^8^ —Vth.l+exp(-^ )
2 nvt

(3.1.3)

, . o ^ 20. , Vgs-V,h-2Voff^
1+ 2 « Cox\ exp( ^^)

Vq&iNch 2nvt

The unified channel charge density at the source end for both subthreshold and

inversion region can therefore be written as

(3.1.4)

QchsO —CoxVgst^

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the smoothness of Eq. (3.1.4) from subthreshold to

strong inversion regions. The expression will be used again in subsequent

sections of this chapter to model the drain current.
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^°^^_Vgsteff^^Functio^_J

O.OH

-1.5

-1

s-Vth)/n*vJ

Vgs=Vth

(Vgs-Vtl"i

O -0.5 O.O 0.5 1.0 1.5

VgsrVa(V)
2.0

Figure 3-1. The V^s^fiinction vs. (V^V^ in linear scale.

a>

to

-14

-16

-

^ l_og(Vgsteff) ^
/ ,,,,| iiiiiiii

1 • 1

(Vgs-Vth)

exp[(Vgs-Vtli)/n*vJ

^ Vgs=Vth

' I ' 1 1 « T « 1

VgrV^CV)

Figure 3-2. Vg^^^unction vs. in log scale.
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Unified Channei Charge Density Expression

Eq. (3.1.4) serves as the cornerstone of the unified channel charge expression at

the source for small To account for the influence of the Vg^fiinction
mustkeep track of the change in channel potential from the source to the drain. In

other words, Eq. (3.1.4) will have to include a y dependence. To initiate this

formulation, consider first the re-formulation of channel charge density for the
case of strong inversion

(3.1.5)
Qchsiy) —Cax(ygs ~ Vth—AbuIkVpiy))

The parameter Vp(y) stands for the quasi-Fermi potential at any given point y,

along thechannel with respect to the source. This equation can also bewritten as

(3.1.6)
Qchs(y) = QchsO + AQchs(y)

The term AQ^^) is the incremental channel charge density induced by the drain

voltage at point y. It can be expressed as

(3.1.7)
AQchs(y) = -CoxAbulkVF(y)

For the subthreshold region (Vg^<V^, the channel charge density along the

channel from source to drain can be written as

/-» _ ^ Vgs —Vth —AbuIkVpiy)Qchsubs(y) — )
nvt

^ AhulkVpiy)
—QcfisuhsOCXp\ )

nvt

(3.1.8)
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Unified Channei Charge Density Expression

A Taylor series expansion of the right-hand side ofEq. (3.1,8) yields the following

(keeping only the first two terms)

(3.1.9)

nvt

Analogous to Eq. (3.1.6), Eq. (3.1.9) can also be written as

(3.1.10)

Qjvadxsiy) —Q^dsO'̂ AQjisubsiy)

The parameter is the incremental channel charge density induced by

the drain voltage in the subthreshold region. It can be written as

(3.1.11)

nvt

Note that Eq. (3.1.9) is valid only when Vp(y) is very small, which is maintained

fortunately, due tothe fact that Eq. (3.1.9) is only used in the linear regime (i.e.

Eqs. (3.1.6) and (3.1.10) both have drain voltage dependencies. However, they are

decupled and a unified expression for Q(^) is needed. To obtain a unified

expression along the channel, we first assume

(3.1.12)

j_ ^Q<^f>^iy)J^Qchsubs(y)
/^Qchsiy) + ^Qchsubs(y)

Here, Ag^/jCv) is the incremental channel charge density induced by the drain

voltage. Substituting Eq. (3.1.7) and(3.1.11) intoEq. (3.1.12), weobtain
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Unified Mobility Expression

A(2cA(>) =

(3.1.13)

where V^= (Vg^+ n*v^/Aijuij^. In order to remove any association between the

variable n and bias dependencies {Vgst^ as well as to ensure more precise

modeling of Eq. (3.1.8) for linear regimes (under subthreshold conditions), n is

replaced by 2. The expression for now becomes

Vb =

(3.1.14)

Vgsieff + 2V/

Abulk

A unified expression for fic/jCv) ^^m subthreshold to strong inversion regimes is

now at hand

(3.1.15)

Qchiy) —QchsO(l

The variable Q(^ is given by Eq. (3.1.4).

3.2 Unified Mobility Expression

Unified mobility model based on the V^jt^expression ofEq. 3.1.3 is described in

the following.
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Unified Linear Current Expression

(mobMod = 1) (3.2.1)

l^ff =

1+ (K, +
Tox Tox

To account for depletion mode devices, another mobility model option is given by

the following

(mobMod = 2) (3.2.2)
^

1+(l/a .UcVx^ff)!^^) +
Tox Tox

To consider the body bias dependence of Eq. 3.2.1 further, we have introduced the

following expression

(For mobMod = 3) (3.2.3)

1 . rrr ^ + 2Vi/i Vgsteff+ 2Vth^2t,-, . rrxr n!+[£/«( ) + Ub{ ) ](\ + UcVbseff)
I OX Tox

3.3 Unified Linear Current Expression

3.3.1 Intrinsic case (/?^0)

Generally, the following expression [2] is used to account for both drift and

diffusion current
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Unified Linear Current Expression

3-8

(3.3.1)

Id(y) = WQch(y)llne(y)
dVPiy)

dy

where the parameter can be written as

(3.3.2)

jJlneiy) —
lUff

1 +
Ey

SubstitutingEq. (3.3.2) in Eq. (3.3.1) we get

I<Hy)=WQcH,c(l-^y ^
(3.3.3)

Vh j dy
Esat

Eq. (3.3.3) resembles the equation used tomodel drain current in the strong

inversion regime. However, it can now be used to describe the current

characteristics inthe subthreshold regime when V^is very small (V^2v/).

Eq. (3.3.3) can now be integrated from the source to drain to get the

expression for linear drain current in the channel. This expression is valid

from the subthreshold regime to the strong inversion regime

^ Vd ^1 _ ds
2K

(3.3.4)

QchxO^dx

^dsO ~
1 +

E...L
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Unified Vdsat Expression

3.3.2 Extrinsic Case > 0)

The current expression when > 0 can be obtained based on Eq. (2.5.9)

and Eq. (3.3.4). The expression for linear drain current from subthreshold

to strong inversion is:

y Idi
Ids — •

^ Rdsldso
1 +

K/.V

(3.3.5)

3.4 Unified Expression

3.4.1 Intrinsic case

To get an expression for the electric field as a function of y along the

channel, we integrate Eq. (3.3.1) from 0 to an arbitrary point y. The result is

as follows

(3.4.1)

^

- —f -
V Esat Vb

If we assume that drift velocity saturates when Ey=Esat, we get the

following expression for

j WlJ,effQchsoEsalEVb
2L(Esa,L + Vb)

(3.4.2)
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Unified Vdsat Expression

Let Vd^Vfjsat in Eq. (3.3.4) and set this equal to Eq. (3.4.2), we get the

following expression for

(3.4.3)
,, EsalL(Vgstiff + 2Vf)
Vdiat =

AhulkEsatL + Vgsteff + 2Vf

3.4.2 Extrinsic Case (R^^O)

The expression for the extrinsic case is formulated from Eq. (3.4.3)

and Eq. (2.5.10) to be the following

b = -

-. -b —
Vdsat =

2a

where

a = Abulk^WeffYsatCoxRos + (— —V)Abulk
A

(3.4.4a)

(3.4.4b)

(3.4.4c)

(2 ^
(Vgsieff + 2Vr)(— 1)+ AbulkEsalLeff + SAbulkiYgsteff + 2Vt)WeffVsatCoxRDS

V A y

(3.4.4d)

c —{Vgsieff + 2vt^EsatLeff + 2(ygsteff + 2Vt)^ WeffYsatCoxRoS

(3.4.4e)

A = A\Vgsieff + Al
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Unified Saturation Current Expression

The parameter X is introduced to account for non-saturation effects-

Parameters AI and Aj can be extracted.

3.5 Unified Saturation Current Expression

A unified expression for the saturation current from the subthreshold to the strong

inversion regime can be formulated by introducing the function into Eq.

(2.6.15). The resulting equations are the following

where

- Idso(Vdsat) (^ Vds Vd:.^. , .
Ids = 11+ I 1+

'Jsat ^ Vds— Vdsat

j^ RdsIdsoiVdsat) y ^
Vdsat

Vascbe

17 1/ 1 71 t PvagVgstejf 1 1 x-1Va = VAsat + (1+ )( 1 )
EsatLeff VaCLM VaDIBLC

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

(3.5.3)

EsatLeff +Vdsat +2RDSVsatCoxWeffVgsteff[l ^bulkVdsat
2(yss^ +2v,y

2 / A 1"I" RoS^satCox^^Abulk

AbulkEsatLeff + Vgsteff
VACLM {Yds - Vdsat)

PcLMAbulkEsat Utl

(3.5.4)
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Vadiblc =
(Vgst^ + 2vr)

(3.5.5)

A.bulkVdsat

6rout{l + PDIBLCeVbseff)
1-

A.bulkVdsat + Vgsleff + 2Vr

out = Pdiblcx
r r •

exp(—Z)/eot/T ) + 2 exp(—Z)/?oi/r ——)
lltQ ho

1 Pscbel ('~'Pscbe\ litl
> -exp

VaSCBE Leff VVkr - Vdsat

(3.5.6)

+ Pdiblci

(3.5.7)

3.6 Single Current Expression for All
Operating Regimes of and

3-12

The Vfunction introduced in Chapter 2 gave a unified expression for the linear

drain current from subthreshold to strong inversion as well as for the saturation

drain currentfrom subthreshold to strong inversion, separately. In order to link the

continuous linear current with that of the continuous saturation current, a smooth

function for is introduced. In the past, several smoothing functions have been

proposed for MOSFET modeling [22-24]. The smoothing function used in BSIM3

is similar to that proposed in [24]. The final current equation for both linear and

saturation current now becomes

Ids —
Idso{Vdseff)

Rdsldsoi Vdseff)
1 +

Vdseff

\^ ~Vdseff \
V Va Jv Vascbe j

(3.6.1)

Most of the previous equations which contain and V^ dependencies are now

substituted with the V^^fiinction. For example, Eq. (3.5.4) now becomes
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Single Current Expression for Aii Operating Regimes of Vgs and Vds

AbulkEsatL^ + Vgsteff
Vaclm = [yds- Vds^)

PcLMAbulkEsat Utl

Similarly, Eq. (3.5.7) now becomes

1 Pscbel ( —PscbeX Htl^
exp

V/^CBE Leff ^Vds ~ Vdseff j

The V^^expression is written as

Vds^ —Vdsa ^Vdsal'-Vds—5-{''̂ (ydsai —Vds—S)^ -hASVdsat\

(3.6.2)

(3.6.3)

(3.6.4)

The expression for is that given under Section 3.4. The parameter 6 in the

unit ofvolts can be extracted. The dependence ofV^^on is given in Figure 3-
3. The function follows V^in the linear region and tends to V^^in the

saturation region. Figure 3-4shows theeffect of 6 on the transition region between

linear and saturation regimes.
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3-14

a Vgs=1V
o Vgs=3V

^ Vgs=5V

O.O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Vds (V)

Figure 3-3. V^^vs. for 6=0.01 anddifferent

1.5-

clseff=Vdsat

♦ /
Vdseff=Vds

ai
OJ

II

0

b
01

\ ^6=0.01

^5=0.001
o>
CO

0.5-

o.o

O.O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.C

Vds <V)

Figure 3-4. V^^vs. for Vgs=3V anddifferent 6 values.
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Substrate Current

3.7 Substrate Current

The substrate current in BSIM3v3.2.1 is modeled by

a„+a,L^I„ „
; Vj.-Vj„f)exp
•'cff

Pc ]
V -V

dsO

V.tbeff

(3.7.1)

1+-

where parameters cXq and Pq are impact ionization coefficients; parameter

improves the /jj^ scalability.

3.8 ANoteonVjj

All terms have been substituted with a expression as shown in Eq.

(3.8.1). This is done in order to set an upper bound for the body bias value during

simulations. Unreasonable values can occur if this expression is not introduced.

(3.8.1)

Vbs^ —Vhc +03[Vbs —Vhc —Sl +-J(ybs —Vbc —S\)^ —A5\Vbc ]

where 5i=0.00 IV.

Parameter is the maximum allowable value and is obtained based on the

condition of dVf^dVijg= ® Ihe expression of 2.1.4.
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CHAPTER 4: Capacitance Modeling

Accurate modeling of MOSFET capacitance plays equally important role as that of the

DC model. This chapter describes the methodology and device physics considered in both

intrinsic and extrinsic capacitance modeling in BSIM3v3.2.1. Detailed model equations

are given in Appendix B. One of the important features of BSIM3v3.2 is introduction of a

new intrinsic capacitance model (capMod=3 as the default model), considering the finite

charge thickness determined by quantum effect, which becomes more important for

thinner ^CK CMOS technologies. This model is smooth, continuous and accurate

throughout all operating regions.

4.1 General Description of Capacitance
Modeling

BSIM3v3.2.1 models capacitance with the following general features:

• Separateeffectivechannel length and width are used for capacitance models.
• The intrinsic capacitance models, capMod=0 and 1, use piece-wise equations.

capMod=2 and 3 are smooth and single equation models; therefore both charge and
capacitance are continous and smooth over all regions.

• Threshold voltage is consistent with DC part except for capMod=0, where a long-
channel is used. Therefore, those effects such as body bias, short/narrow channel
and DIBL effects are explicitly considered in capMod=l, 2, and 3.

• Overlap capacitance comprises two parts: (1) a bias-independent component which
models the effective overlap capacitance between the gate and the heavily doped
source/drain; (2) a gate-bias dependent component between the gate and the lightly
doped source/drain region.
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Geometry Definition for C-V Modeiing

• Bias-independent fringing capacitances are added between thegateandsource as well
as the gate and drain.

Name Function Default Unit

capMod Flag for capacitance models 3 (True)

vfbcv the flat-band voltage for capMod=0 -1.0 (V)

acde Exponential coefficient for Xpc for accumulationand deple
tion regions

1 (mA^)

moin Coefficient for the surface potential 15 (Vo^)

cgso Non-LDD region G/S overlap C per channel length Calculated F/m

cgdo Non-LDD region G/D overlap C per channel length Calculated F/m

CGSl Lightly-doped source to gate overlap capacitance 0 (F/m)

CGDl Lightly-doped drain to gate overlap capacitance 0 (F/m)

CKAPPA Coefficient for lightly-doped overlap capacitance 0.6

CF Fringing field capacitance equation
(4.5.1)

(F/m)

CLC Constant term for short channel model 0.1 pm

CLE Exponential term for short channel model 0.6

DWC Long channel gate capacitance width offset Wint pm

DLC Long channel gate capacitance length offset Lint pm

Table 4-1. Model parameters in capacitance models.

4.2 Geometry Definition for C-V Modeling

For capacitance modeling, MOSFET's can be divided into two regions: intrinsic

and extrinsic. The intrinsic capacitance is associated with the region between the

metallurgical source and drain junction, which is defined by the effective length
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{Lactiv^ and width (W^ctive) when the gate to S/D region is at flat band voltage.

^active^^^ ^active defined by Eqs. (4.2.1) through (4.2.4).

L =L,
active drawn

W =W -IBM'̂active ''drawn ejf

___ Lie Lwc Lwlc
Bjgff =BLC-\ r;—I 1 r; —^Jj Ij j^in-^Lwn

SiJT r^Ti7/- Wwc Wwlc
=DWC+-:;7^+—:7r- + -^^Wwn

(4.2.1)

(4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

(4.2.4)

The meanings of DWC and DLC are different from those of Wint and Lint in the I-

V model. L^c/iVe ^acHve effective length and width of the intrinsic

device for capacitance calculations. Unlike the case with I-V, we assumed that

these dimensions have no voltage bias dependence. The parameter SL^isequal to

the source/drain to gate overlap length plus the difference between drawn and

actual POLY CD due to processing (gate printing, etching and oxidation) on one

side. Overall, a distinction should be made between the effective channel length

extracted from the capacitance measurement and from the I-V measurement.

Traditionally, the L^extracted during I-V model characterization is used to gauge

a technology. However this L^does not necessarily cany a physical meaning. It is

just a parameter used in the I-V formulation. This L^is therefore very sensitive to

the I-V equations used and also to the conduction characteristics of the LDD
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region relative to the channel region. A device with a large L^and a small
parasitic resistance can have a similar current drive as another with a smaller

but larger R^. In some cases L^can be larger than the polysilicon gate length

giving L^a. dubious physical meaning.

The L^ctive parameter extracted from the capacitance method is a closer

representation of the metallurgical junction length (physical length). Due to the

graded source/ drain junction profile the source to drain length can have a very

strong bias dependence. We therefore define to be that measured at gate to

source/drain flat band voltage. If DWC, DLC and the newly-introduced length/

width dependence parameters (Lie, Lwc, Lwlc, Wlc, Wwc and Wwlc) are not

specified in technology files, BSIM3v3.2.1 assumes that the DC bias-independent

L^and W^(Eqs. (2.8.1) - (2.8.4)) will be used for C-V modeling, and DWC,

DLQLlc, Lwc, Lwlc, Wlc, Wwc and Wwlc will be set equal to the values of their

DC counterparts (default values).

4.3 Methodology for Intrinsic Capacitance
Modeling

4.3.1 Basic Formulation

To ensure charge conservation, terminal charges instead of the terminal

voltages are used as state variables. The terminal charges Qg, Q^,, g,, and

Qi are the charges associated with the gate, bulk, source, and drain

termianls, respectively. The gate charge is comprised of mirror charges

from these components: the channel inversion charge (Qi„v), accumulation

charge (Qacc) the substrate depletion charge (g^„fc).
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The accumulation charge and the substrate charge are associated with the

substrate while the channel charge comes from the source and drain

terminals

Qg - -{Qsub +Qinv +Qacc)
Qb Qacc Qsub

Qinv =Qs+Qd

(4.3.1)

The substrate charge can be divided into two components - the substrate

charge at zero source-drain bias (<2.™feo)» which is a function of gate to

substrate bias, and the additional non-uniform substrate charge in the

presence ofa drain bias Qg now becomes

Qg - -{Qinv +Qacc + QsubO +^sub )
(4.3.2)

The total charge is computed by integrating the charge along the channel.

The threshold voltage along the channel is modified due to the non-

uniform substrate charge by

Active

/ gcdy=-W^C^ j{v„-Au»yy)dy
0 0

Q=W [ q dy=W . C ((v -V]dvactive J "ijj".' "acnvr^ox J V /A FB
0 0
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4-6

Substituting the following

and

^active

dV^.
dy = ^

e..

(4.3.5)

into Eq. (4.3.4), we have the following upon integration

Qc = active ^active ^ ox
A A ^w _ ^hulk T/ j ^bulk " ds

ygt 2 <'*• /

(4.3.6)

Ay _ ^bulk y12
gt ds

Qg Qsuh 0 active ^active ^

Qb = -Qg - Qc = Qxub + Qsubo + Q

v.. -^+
12

^bulk ^ds

w bulk T/
ygt « yds

where
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Qsuh 0 ~ ^active ^aclive sid, B~ ^bs )

^Qsub ^active ^active ^ax ^ ^bulk ^ ^bulk 0^<b
2 ,J,. A

121

(4.3.7)

The inversion charges are supplied from the source and drain electrodes

such that (2/„v = Qs + Qd' The ratio of Qj and Q, is the charge partitioning

ratio. Existing charge partitioning schemes are 0/100, 50/50 and 40/60

{XPART= 0, 0.5 and 1) which are the ratios of to in the saturation

region. We will revisit charge partitioning in Section 4.3.4.

All capacitances are derived from the charges to ensure charge
conservation. Since there are four terminals, there are altogether 16
components. For each component

c =&
'' dv,

(4.3.8)

where i and j denote the transistor terminals. In addition

IC, = 5:C,;=0
'• j

4.3.2 Short Channel Model

In deriving the long channel charge model, mobility is assumed to be

constant with no velocity saturation. Therefore in saturation region

(Vd^Vdsat)^ the carrier density at the drain end is zero. Since no channel

length modulation is assumed, the channel charge will remain a constant

throughout the saturation region. In essence, the channel charge in the
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saturation region is assumed to be zero. This is a good approximation for

long channel devices but fails when 2 ]xm. If we define a drain bias,

Vdsat.cv> in which the channel charge becomes a constant, we will find that

^dsat.cv in general is larger than bnt smaller than the longchannel

given by Vg/Af^^ik- However, in old long channel charge models, is

set to Vg/Al,^^lk independent ofchannel length. Consequently, Cj/Lg^has no

channel length dependence (Eqs. (4.3.6), (4.37)). A pseudo short channel

modification from the long channel has been used in the past. It involved

the parameter in the capacitance model which was redefined to be

equal to Vg/V^an thereby equating Vj^at,cv This overestimated the

effect of velocity saturation and resulted in a smaller channel capacitance.

The difficulty in developing a short channel model lies in calculating the

charge in the saturation region. Although current continuity stipulates that

the charge density in the saturation region is almost constant, it is difficult

to calculate accurately the length of the saturation region. Moreover, due to

the exponentially increasing lateral electric field, most of the charge in the

saturation region are not controlled by the gate electrode. However, one

would expect that the total charge in the channel will exponentially

decrease with drain bias. Experimentally,

V
V <V <V \ =dsatjv dsai.cv asal,iv\i •

' ^rtiVr A
^hulk

and Vdsat,cv is modeled by the following

(4.3.9)
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V
V

giteff.cv
dsat.cv

^ CLC^
CLE \

hulk 1 +

^ V^active / ^

^gs,eff.cv=nOff'lV,\D
nojfnv.

\ jj I j

(4.3.10a)

(4.3.10b)

Parameters nqff and vojfcv are introduced to better fit measured data above

subthreshold regions. The parameter is substituted in the long

channel equation by

^bulk ^bulkO 1 +

\ulk ~ 1+

2,/ b̂seff

t# "b

CLC

V. ^active J

&

CLE\

(4.3.11)

(4.3.11a)

\+Keta\^

In (4.3.11), parameters CLC and CLE are introduced to consider channel-

length modulation.
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4.3.3 Single Equation Formulation

Traditional MOSFET SPICE capacitance models use piece-wise equations.

This can result in discontinuities and non-smoothness at transition regions.

The following describes single-equation formulation for charge,

capacitance and voltage modeling in capMod=2 and 3.

(a) lYansition from depletion to inversion region

The biggest discontinuity is the inversion capacitance at threshold voltage.

Conventional models use step functions and the inversion capacitance

changes abruptly from 0 to Concurrently, since the substrate charge is

a constant, the substrate capacitance drops abruptly to 0 at threshold

voltage. Both of these effects can cause oscillation during circuit

simulation. Experimentally, capacitance starts to increase almost

quadratically at ~0.2V below threshold voltage and levels off at ~0.3V

above threshold voltage. For analog and low power circuits, an accurate

capacitance model around thethreshold voltage is very important.

The non-abrupt channel inversion capacitance and substrate capacitance

model is developed from the I-V model which uses a single equation to

formulate the subthreshold, transition and inversion regions. The new

channel inversion charge model can be modified to any charge model by

substituting Vg^ with Vg^tg^cv ^ the following

(4.3.12)

Qivgt)~Q^gsteff,CV)

Capacitance now becomes
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(4.3.13)

c(n,)=c(w)-^
Vgx,dxj?.<i

The "inversion" charge is always non-zero, even in the accumulation

region. However, it decreases exponentially with gate bias in the

subthreshold region.

(b) IVansition from accumulation to depletion region

An effective flatband voltage V>g^j^is used to smooth out the transition

between accumulation and depletion regions. It affects the accumulation

and depletion charges

(4.3.14)

=vfb-0.5|̂ 3 +̂ |v^^+4S^vJb\ where V^=vfb- -S^;S^= 0.02V
(4.3.15)

In BSIM3v3.2.1, a bias-dependent V,f, is used tocalculate yfb forcapMod = 1and

2;a bias-independent V^;, isused tocalculate vfb forcapMod = 3.ForcapMod = 0,

yfbcvis used instead (refer to the appendices).

Qacc ^(Ktive^active^ax^^FB^ )
(4.3.16)

(4.3.17)

OsuFi ^^activi^activ^oi
lox

~1+. 1+
^Ygs ^FBeff ^gsteffCV Hjgg)

lox
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4-12

(c) I^ansition from linear to saturation region

An effective is used to smooth out the transition between linear

and saturation regions. It affects the inversion charge.

(4.3.18)

Kvej =̂dsauv +4StVj,^„\ whereV^ = -5^; 5^ =O.OW

(4.3.19)

v„.,1+O =-W J c
'^aw ' ^active ^active^a)

V

^Qsub ^active ^active

glt^.CV 2
V _Autt_y12 glt^.cv o cv^

Jj

(4.3.20)

^~AtJk Y 0 Am )A^k Kvqy
22\v V-'^1 ^gst^.cv -

Below is a list of all the three partitioning schemes for the inversion

charge:

(i) The 50/50 charge partition

This is the simplest of all partitioning schemes in which the inversion

charges are assumed to be contributed equally from the source and drain

nodes.
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Qs=-

a=-

(4.3.21)

e,=a/=o.5a„v=-
W L C

acrive ^active ax y _^btdk y ,
gsteff^CV ^ cv^ f

12

A '^V ^^hulk cveff

y _Aif^Lv
8^<8,CV cveff

(ii) The 40/60 channel-charge partition

This is the most physical model of the three partitioning schemes in which

the channel charges are allocated to the source and drain terminals by

assuming a linear dependence on the positiony.

W L C

'gsliffCV
\ulk 1

cveff

'̂ aine '̂baive^m

iv t4 Wv 2 J

0 = , f <7*'jr active I ^ c

0

^Mnrt

I-

Qd =^acive j J^dy
0 ^active

(4.3.22)

dy

(4.3.23)

2^giuscv\tilk ^cvrff'̂ '̂ ^gsuSC^^uai

(4.3.24)

(iii) The 0/100 Charge Partition

In fast transient simulations, theuse of a quasi-static model may result in a

large unrealistic drain current spike. This partitioning scheme is developed

to artificially suppress the drain current spike by assigning all inversion
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charges in the saturation region to the source electrode. Notice that this

charge partitioning scheme will still give drain current spikes in the linear

region and aggravate the source current spike problem.

L C
s (Ktive'^active^ox

-W L C
aaht ortivc ^ox

^gsteff.c ^̂hulk ^cveff
2 4 ~

V "^A ' VgSteff.C _ •'̂ httlk ^cveff
2 4

(4.3.25)

241 )J

(4.3.26)

{^bttlk Kw#)
gfy _ y 1^ gsleffx 2 J

(d) Bias-dependent threshold voltage effectson capacitance

Consistent Vth between DC and CV is important for acurate circuit

simulation. capMod=l, 2 and 3 use the same Vth as in the DC model.

Therefore, those effects, such as body bias, DIBL and short-channel effects

are all explicitly considered in capacitance modeling. In deriving the

capacitances additional differentiations are needed to account for the

dependence of threshold voltage on drain and substrate biases.

4.4 Charge-Thickness Capacitance Model

Current MOSFET models in SPICE generally overestimate the intrinsic

capacitance and usually are not smooth at and The discrepancy is more
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pronounced in thinner devices due to the assumption of inversion and

accumulation charge being located at the interface. The chargesheet model or the

band-gap(£'g)-reduction model of quantum effect [31] improves the <i>g and thus

the V,h modeling but is inadequate for CV because they assume zero charge

thickness. Numerical quantum simulation results in Figure 4-1 indicate the

significant charge thickness in all regions of the CV curves [32].

This section describes the concepts used in the charge-thichness model (CTM).

Appendix B lists all charge equations. A full report and anaylsis of the CTM model

can be found in [32].

a 0.10

N 0.05 Nsubc5e17cm'

Depth (A)

Figure 4-1. Charge distribution from numerical quantum simulations show significant
charge thickness at various bias conditions shown in the inset.

CTM is a charge-based model and therefore starts with the DC charge thicknss,

Xpc- The charge thicknss introduces a capacitance in series with C^x as illustrated

in Figure 4-2, resulting in an effective C„x. C^xeff- Based on numerical self-

consistent solution of Shrodinger, Poisson and Fermi-Dirac equations, universal

andanalytical X^c models have been developed. Coxt^csca beexpressed as
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where

c cC_ ^ox^cen
oxeff

c +c^ox ^^cen

C —^cen - /X
DC

VgS

Vgse
Cox

0s

Poly depl.

Cacc Cdep Cinv

6 B

(4.4.1)

Figure 4-2. Charge-thickness capacitance concept in CTM. accounts for the polv
depletion effect

4-16

{iXaL/yfor accumulation and depietinn

The DC charge thickness in the accumulation and depletion regions can be

expressed by [32]

^DC ~2 acde-
f A7 V -V. -V

sub gs bs "

,2x10*® T
\ / ox

(4.4.2)
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where X^c is in the unit ofcm and (Vg, - - yfb) / has aunit of MV/cm. The
model parameter acde is introduced for better fitting with a default value of 1. For

numerical statbility, (4.4.2) is replaced by (4.4.3)

where

(4.4.3)

^DC ~^max. ~ 0 mn* )

andX„^=Lj,i,ye/3; ^,=10-%,.

(ii"! of inversion charye

The inversion charge layer thichness [32] can be formulated as

(4.4.4)
1.9xia' , ,

^Dc-— -f ^ [cnl
1+

27:..

Through yfb in(4.3.30), this equation is found tobe applicable toN+ orP+ poly-Si

gates as well asother future gate materials. Figure 4-3 illustrates the universality of

(4.3.30) as verified by the numerical quantum simulations, where the x-axe
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represents the boundary conditions (the average ofthe electric fields at the top and

the bottom ofthe charge layers) ofthe Schrodinger and the Poisson equations.

70

60

50

40

30

20

10-

• Tote20A O ToxsSOA
A ToxalOA V Tox»90A

Sotid - Ntuba2«t6cm''

Op«n • Ntut»2*17em''

* - Ntub>2«16cin'*

Model

•0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

{Vgsteff+4(Vth-Vfb-2«i>f))/Tox (MV/cm)

Figure 4-3. ForallToxand modeled inversion charge thickness agrees with numerical
quantum simulations.

4-18

(iii) Body charge thichness in inversion

In inversion region, the body charge thickness effect is accurately modeled by
including the deviation of the surface potential o from 2<i>„ [32]

(4.4.5)

'^gsteffcv ^a>5=0,-2a)e=v,lr

where the model parameter moin (defaulting to 15) is introduced for better fit to

different technologies. The inversion channel charge density is therefore derived

as

^inv ~~^oxeff ^gsteffcv ^5)
(4.4.6)
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Figure 4-4 illustrates the universality ofCTM model by compariing Cgg ofaSiON/

Ta205/TiN gate stack structure with an equivalent of 1.8nm between data,

numerical quantum simulation and modeling [32].

10.0

7.5

11.

S 5.0
O)
O)

" 2.5

0.0-

O Measured Q.M. simulalior) •

18A equivalent SiO. thickness

0 1

Vgs (V)

60ATa,O.

8A SiON

Figure 4-4. Universality of CTM is demonstrated by modeling the Ca^ot 1.8nmequivalent
T;, NMOSFET with SiON/TajOj/TiN gate stack.

4.5 Extrinsic Capacitance

4.5.1 Fringing Capacitance

The fringing capacitance consists of a bias independent outer fringing

capacitance and a bias dependent inner fringing capacitance. Only the bias

independent outer fringing capacitance is implemented. Experimentally, it

is virtually impossible to separate this capacitance with the overlap

capacitance. Nonetheless, the outer fringing capacitance can be

theoretically calculated by

CF =^ln
n

1 +
po\y
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where tp^iy is equal to 4x 10 m. CFisa model parameter.

4.5.2 Overlap Capacitance

An accurate model for the overlap capacitance is essential. This is

especially true for the drain side where the effect of the capacitance is
amplified by the transistor gain. In old capacitance models this capacitance
is assumed to be bias independent. However, experimental data show that

the overlap capacitance changes with gate to source and gate to drain

biases. In asingle drain structure or the heavily doped S/D to gate overlap
region in aLDD structure the bias dependence is the result of depleting the
surface of the source and drain regions. Since the modulation is expected to
be very small, we can model this region with a constant capacitance.
However in LDD MOSFETs a substantial portion of the LDD region can
be depleted, both in the vertical and lateral directions. This can lead to a

large reduction of overlap capacitance. This LDD region can be in

accumulation or depletion. We use a single equation for both regions by
using such smoothing parameters as and for the source

and drain side, respectively. Unlike the case with the intrinsic capacitance,
the overlap capacitances are reciprocal. In other words C . =

S*^tOvenap

^sg.overlap ^gd,overlap —̂dg.overlap'

(i) Source Overlap Charge

O (
= CGSO V,, + CGSl V -VyjU SH gi ' gs^verlap

active

CKAPPA

(4.5.2)

f
4V—1^. II gx,overiap
CKAPPA

JJ
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5,=0.021/

(4.5.3)

where CKAPPA is a model parameter. CKAPPA is related to the average

doping of LDD region by

CKAPPA =
c

The typical value for N^pD is 5x cm*^.

(ii) Drain Overlap Charge

Q overlap.tl = CGDOV^j+CGD\ V —Vgj gd.overlap

(4.5.4)

f
CKAPPA -i+Ji- 4Vgd.overlap

CKAPPA

gd.overlap

(4.5.5)

=\[v,,+S,-yj{v^,+S,f+4S,^ 5,=0.02V

(!!!) Gate Overlap Charge

(4.5.6)

//

Qoverlap.g ^Qovertap.d +Qoverlap.s +{CGBO ^active ) ^gb )

In the above expressions, if CGSO and CGDO (the overlap capacitances

between the gate and the heavily doped source/drain regions, respectively)

are not given, they are calculated according to the following

CG50 = {DLC*CoJ - CGS\ (if DLC is given and DLC > 0)
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CGSO = 0 (if the previously calculated CGSO is less than 0)

CGSO = 0.6 Xj*Cf,x (otherwise)

CGDO = (Z)LC*QJ - CGD\ (ifDLC is given and DLC > CGD\/Cox)

CGDO = 0 (if previously calculated CDGO is less than 0)

CGDO = 0.6 Xj*Cox (otherwise).

CG50 in Eqn. (4.5.6) is a model parameter, which represents the gate-to-

body overlap capacitance perunitchannel length.
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CHAPTER 5: Non-Quasi Static Model

5.1 Background Information

As MOSFET's become moreperformance-driven, the need for accurate prediction

of circuit performance near cut-off frequency or under very rapid transient

operation becomes more essential. However, most SPICE MOSFET models are

based on Quasi-Static (QS) assumptions. In other words, the finite charging time

for the inversion layeris ignored. When these models are used with 40/60 charge

partitioning, unrealistically drain current spikes frequently occur [33]. In addition,

the inability of these models to accurately simulate channel charge re-distribution

causes problems in fast switched-capacitor type circuits. Many Non-Quasi-Static

(NQS) models have been published, but these models (1) assume, unrealistically,

no velocity saturation and (2) are complex in their formulations with considerable

simulation time.

5.2 The NQS Model

The NQS model has been re-implemented in BSIM3v3.2 to improve the

simulation performance and accuracy. This model is based on the channel charge

relaxation time approach. A new charge partitioning scheme is used, which is

physically consistent with quasi-static CV model.
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5.3 Model Formulation

The channel of a MOSFET is analogous to a bias dependent RC distributed

transmission line (Figure 5-la). In the Quasi-Static (QS) approach, the gate

capacitor node is lumped with both the external source and drain nodes (Figure 5-

Ib). This ignores the finite time for the channel charge to build-up. One Non-

Quasi-Static (NQS) solution is to represent the channel as n transistors in series

(Figure 5-lc). This model, although accurate, comes at the expense of simulation

time. The NQS model in BSIM3v3.2.1 was based on the circuit of Figure 5-Id.

This Elmore equivalent circuit models channel charge build-up accurately because

it retains the lowest frequency pole of the original RC network (Figure 5-la). The

NQS model has two parameters as follows. The model flag, nqsMod, is now only

an element (instance) parameter, no longer a model parameter. To turn on the NQS

model, set nqsMod=l in the instance statement. nqsMod defaults to zero with this

model off.

5-2

Name Function Default Unit

nqsMod Instance flag for the NQS model 0 none

elm Elmore constant 5 none

Table 5-1, NQS model and instance parameters.
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Equivalent RC Network

L

I New Elmore
Equivalent Circuit >^uivalent Model

T ^
LX1 ••!.. 1 i i

Gate

Substrate

„ jrim
(C) O-^

Conventional
Quasi-Static Model

rtr4:

•#• •#-o
Rd

Figure 5-1. Quasi-Static and Non-Quasi-Static models for SPICE analysis.

5.3.1 SPICE sub-circuit for NQS model

Figure 5-2 gives the RC-subcircuit of NQS model for SPICE

implementation. An additional node, &g/r), is created to keep track of the

amount of deficit/surplus channel charge necessary to reach the

equilibrium based on the relaxation time approach. The bias-dependent

resistance R (\/R=G,au) can be determined from the RC time constant (x).

The current source icheqiO results from the equilibrium channel charge,

QcheqiO- The capacitor C is multiplied by a scaling factor Cfa^ (with a
typical value of ixlo"^) to improve simulation accuracy. (2</g/now becomes

(5.3.1)

a,/(f)=v,,,x(i.cj
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5-4

Qdef
P 1

'") y-ief R5
C=lxC/„„

Figure 5-2. NQSsub-circuit for SPICE implementation.

5.3.2 Relaxation time

The relaxation time %is modeled as two components: and In

strong inversion region, t is determined by which, in turn, is

determined by the Elmore resistance R^i„\ in subthreshold region,

dominates, t is expressed by

(5.3.2)

1 1

^drift

in strong inversoin is calculated from the channel resistance as

(5.3.3)

R _ V
)elm

heq
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where elm is the Elmore constant of the RC channel network with a

theorectical value of 5. The quasi-static (or equilibrium) channel charge

QcheqiO-, equal to Q/nv of capMod=0, 1, 2 and 3, is used to approximate the

actual channel charge QchiO- formulated as

(5.3.4)

C W T ^
T C W L^drift ^elm ^ox^^eff^eff

has the form of

qL '

(5.3.5)

2

'eff
^diff -

\6' jX^kT

5.3.3 Terminal charging current and charge partitioning

Considering both the transport and charging component, the total current

related to the terminals D, G and S can be written as

^D.G,S (0"" ^D,C,S

(5.3.6)

dt

Based on the relaxation time approach, the terminal charge and

corresponding charging current can be formulated by
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(5.3.7)

Qdef{^)~Qcheq{^) QcJf)

and

(5.3.8a)

Q,Jt)
dt dt

(5.3.8b)

dt ' ^ 'part

where D,G,Sjcpart ^re the NQS channel charge partitioning number for

terminals D, Gand S, respectively; = 1and G^p„^ = -1. It is
important for and S^part to be consistent with the quasi-static charge

partitioning number XPA/?r and to be equal (Depart =S^^rt) at ^^,=0 (which
is not the case in the previous version), where the transistor operation mode

changes (between forward and reverse modes). Based on this

consideration, D^p^rt is now formulated as

(5.3.9)

=
Qd Q,

xpart

Qd + Qs Qcheq

which is now bias dependent. For example, the derivities of D^p^^ can be
easily obtainedbased on the quasi-static results:

^^cpart^ (a* .C —D 'C ]
jw ^ y-'xpart ^di ^xpart ^sif

^ ^heq

(5.3.10)
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where i represents the four terminals and C^i and Q are the intrinsic

capacitances calculated from the quasi-static analysis. The corresponding

values for S^part can bederived from the fact that D^p^rt + S^pan = 1•

In the accumulation and depletion regions, Eq. (5.3.9) is simplified as

lfXPART< 0.5, = 0.4;

Else '\iXPART> 0.5,D^p^^ = 0.0;
ElseDxpart ~ 0-5,

5.3.4 Derivation of nodal conductances

This section gives some examples of how to derive the nodal conductances

related to NQS for transient analysis. By noting that t= /fC, Gjau can be

derived as

(5.3.11)

^ fact
Gfau

X is given by Eq. (5.3.2). Based on Eq. (5.3.8b), the self-conductance due

to NQS at the transistor node D can be derived as

(5.3.12)

^^xpart y .V
IT/ V /CM "def/ ^xpart ^def ,,/

uVd dVj

The trans-conductance due to NQS on the node D relative to the node of

be derived as

(5.3.13)

^xpart ^tau
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Other conductances can also be obtained in a similar way.
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CHAPTER 6: Parameter Extraction

Parameter extraction is an important part of model development. Many different

extraction methods have been developed [23, 24]. The appropriate methodology depends

on the model and on the way the model is used. Acombination ofa local optimization and

the groupdevice extraction strategy is adopted for parameter extraction.

6.1 Optimization strategy

There are two main, different optimization strategies: global optimization and

local optimization. Global optimization relies on the explicit use of a computer to

find one set of model parameters which will best fit the available experimental

(measured) data. This methodology may give the minimum average error between

measured and simulated (calculated) datapoints, but it also treats eachparameter

as a "fitting" parameter. Physical parameters extracted in such a manner might

yield values that are not consistent with theirphysical intent.

In local optimization, many parameters are extracted independently of one

another. Parameters are extracted from device bias conditions which correspond to

dominant physical mechanisms. Parameters which are extracted in this manner

might not fit experimental data in all the bias conditions. Nonetheless, these

extraction methodologies are developed specifically with respect to a given

parameter's physical meaning. If properly executed, it should, overall, predict
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device performance quite well. Values extracted in this manner will now have

some physical relevance.

6.2 Extraction Strategies

Two different strategies are available for extracting parameters: the single device

extraction strategy and group device extraction strategy. In single device

extraction strategy, experimental data from a single device is used to extract a

complete set of model parameters. This strategy will fit one device very well but

will not fit other devices with different geometries. Furthermore, single device

extraction strategy can not guarantee that the extracted parameters are physical. If

only one set of channel length and width is used, parameters related to channel

length and channel width dependenciescan not be determined.

BSIM3v3 uses group device extraction strategy. This requires measured datafrom

devices with different geometries. All devices are measured under the same bias

conditions. The resulting fit might not be absolutely perfect for any single device

but will be better for the group of devices under consideration.

6.3 Extraction Procedure

6.3.1 Parameter Extraction Requirements

One large size device and two sets of smaller-sized devices are needed to

extract parameters, as shown in Figure 6-1.
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W .
mm

W Large W and L

Orthogonal Set of W and L

/

Figure 6-1. Device geometries used for parameter extraction

The large-sized device (W > lOpm, L > lOpm) is used to extract

parameters which are independent of short/narrow channel effects and

parasitic resistance. Specifically, these are: mobility, the large-sized device

threshold voltage V-ndeah ^"d the body effect coefficients Ki and K2 which

depend on the vertical doping concentration distribution. The set of devices

with a fixed large channel width but different channel lengths are used to

extract parameters which are related to the short channel effects. Similarly,

the set of devices with a fixed, long channel length but different channel

widths are used to extract parameters which are related to narrow width
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effects. Regardless of device geometry, each device will have to be

measured under four, distinct bias conditions.

(1) vs. Vgy @ = 0.05V with different

(2) vs. @ = OV with different Vgy.

(3) vs. @ ^ds = ^(i/with different (V'^is the maximum drain
voltage).

(4) Ids Vds® ^bs= ^bbwith different Voy. (I is the maximum body
bias).

6.3.2 Optimization

The optimization process recommended is a combination of Newton-

Raphson's iteration and linear-squares fit of either one, two, or three

variables. This methodology was discussed by M. C. Jeng [18]. A flow

chart of this optimization process is shown in Figure 6-2. The model

equation is first arranged in a form suitable for Newton-Raphson's iteration

as shown in Eq. (6.3.1):

(6.3.1)

The variable/^) is the objective function to be optimized. The variable

feyqjd stands for the experimental data. P,o, P20, and P30 represent the
desired extracted parameter values. represent

parameter values after the mth iteration.
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Measured Data

Initial Guess of

Parameters P i

Model Equations

Linear Least Squsre

Fit Routine

AP

AP

yes

STOP

yes

no

Figure 6-2. Optimization flow.

To change Eq. (6.3.1) into a form that a linear least-squares fit routine can

be used (i.e. in a form oiy = a + bx\ + cxi), both sides of the Eq. (6.3.1)

are divided by3/^^/ dP^. Thisgives thechange in P,, , for the next

iteration such that:
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6-6

p(m+l) _ p{tn) ^p(m)
(6.3.2)

where /=1,2,3 for this example. The(w+1) parameter values for Pj and P3

are obtained in an identical fashion. This process is repeated until the

incremental parameter change in parameter values are smaller than

a pre-determined value. At this point, the parameters Pi, P2, and P3 have

been extracted.

6.3.3 Extraction Routine

Before any model parameters can be extracted, some process parameters

have to be provided. They are listed below in Table 6-1:

Input Parameters Names Physical Meaning

^ox Gate oxide thickness

Nch Doping concentration in the channel

T Temperature at which the data is taken

^dra\wi Mask level channel length

^drawn Mask level channel width

Junction depth

Table 6-1. Prerequisite input parameters prior to extraction process.

The parameters are extracted in the following procedure. These procedures

are based on a physical understanding of the model and based on local
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Extraction Procedure

optimization. (Note: Fitting Target Data refers to measurement data used

for model extraction.)

Step 1

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Device & Experimental Data

FittingTarget Exp.Data: VtUYb^

Large Size Device (Large WSlL).

Jdsvs. @ = 0.05V at Different
Extracted Experimental Data Vittyb^

Step 2

Extracted Parameters& Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Ua. Ub, Uc

Fitting TargetExp. Data: Strong Inver
sion region Id^Vg^

Large Size Device (Large WScL).
Ifjs vs. Vgs @ =0.05V at Different

Step 3

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Lint, Rd^Rdsw ^bs)

Fitting TargetExp. Data: Strong Inver
sion region V^s)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

^ds vs. Vgy @ = 0.05V atDifferent
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Extraction Procedure

Step 4

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Wint, R(j^Rdsw ^ ^bs)

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Strong Inver
sion region Vfo)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L
& Different W).

^gs ® ^ds~0-05V atDifferent
Vbs

Step 5

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Fitting Target Exp. Data: R(3j^R^ VK

Vbs)

Rd^Rdsw ^

Step 6

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

^vtO ^vt\'

Fitting Target Exp. Data: L, W)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

VdVb^ L, W)
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Extraction Procedure

Step?

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

^VlQw ^vt\w ^vt2w
Fitting Target Bxp. Data: VfgYi^ L, W)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

L, w)

steps

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Fitting Target Exp. Data: L, W)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

ytuyb^L, w)

Step 9

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

V(g, Nfactor,
Fitting Target Exp. Data: Subthreshold
region

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

ids Vgs @ = 0.05V atDifferent

Step 10

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

Cdscd
Fitting Target Exp. Data: Subthreshold
region Id^Vgs, V^s)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

vs. Vgs @ Vhh atDifferent

Step 11

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

dWb

Fitting TargetExp. Data: Strong Inver
sion region Id^Vgj^

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

Vgs @^ds- 0.05V atDifferent

Step 12

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

^sat> ^0* ^gs
Fitting Target Exp. Data: IsafYg^ Vfo)/W

Ai, A2 (PMOS Only)

Fitting Target Exp. Data Vasafyg^

OneSet of Devices (Large andFixed W&
Different L).

^ds vs. Vds@Vhs= OV at Different Vg^

Sten 13

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

BO,B\

Fitting TargetExp. Data: V^)/W
One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

^ds yds @ ybs^ Different

Step 14

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

dWg

Fitting Target Exp. Data:
One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

Ids vs. yds ® yts- Different Vgs

vStep 15

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

^sdxl' ^scbei

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Roi/.Vg^

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

vs. @V^= OV atDifferent Vgs

Step 16

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

^dm ^diHc\> ^cSblci* Favg

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Roufyg^

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

Ids vs. yds ® yts- Different Vgs
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Extraction Procedure

Step 17

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

^diUlc ^cSblcz

Fitting Target Exp. Data: 0(Dj^

^cSblch

One Set of Devices (Largeand Fixed W&
Different L).

P(jdhlch EdiUc2> E)

Step 18

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Pcmid?

Fitting Target Exp. Data: 0(D^

^diblcv ^dibk2>

OneSetof Devices (Large andFixed W&
Different L).

^ds @fixed Vg^ at Different

Step 19

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Etab, Dsub, L)

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Subthreshold
regionV^)

One Setof Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

vs. Vgs @V^= y^at Different
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Extraction Procedure

St^L2ii

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

EtaO, Etab, Dsub

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Q^HjiiEtaO,

Etab, L)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

7^ vs. Vgs @V^= y^at Different

Step 21

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Keta

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Iscd-Vg^ Vbs)^

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

vs. @ V«,at Different Vgy

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

Oo. tti. Po

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Isid^yg^
W

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

Idsvs. Vds@Vhs= Vbb at Different
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Notes on Parameter Extraction

6.4 Notes on Parameter Extraction

6.4.1 Parameters with Special Notes

Below is a list of model parameters which have special notes for parameter

extraction.

Symbols used
in SPICE

Description Default

Value
Unit Notes

VthO Threshold voltage for large W and L device @
Vbs=OV

0.7(NMOS)
-0.7 (PMOS)

V nI-1

K1 First order body effect coefficient 0.5 yl/Z nI-2

K2 Second order body effect coefficient 0 none nI-2

Vbm Maximum applied body bias -3 V nI-2

Nch Channel doping concentration 1.7E17 1/cm^ nI-3

gamma1 Body-effect coefficient near interface calculated y\n nI-4

gamma2 Body-effect coefficient in the bulk calculated yl/2 nI-5

Vbx Vbs at which the depletion width equals xt calculated V nI-6

Cgso Non-LDD source-gate overlapcapacitance per
channel length

calculated F/m nC-1

Cgdo Non-Ldddrain-gateoverlapcapacitance per
channel length

calculated F/m nC-2

CF Fringing field capacitance calculated F/m nC-3

Table 6-2. Parameters with notes for extraction.
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Notes on Parameter Extraction

6.4.2 Explanation of Notes

nI-1, If VifjQ is not specified, it is calculated by

where the model parameter -1.0. If VtffQ is specified, ^FB defaults to

nI-2. If Ki and K2 are not given, they are calculated based on

K.
(ri-r2)(V^^-V^)

where is calculated by

\ '

®,=2*^Moln

k T
17 _ "^B*- nom

/mO
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Notes on Parameter Extraction

6-16

exp 21.5565981 ^n.. =1.45x10
10

300.15 2V.
tmO

'«0

where £go is theenergy bandgap at temperature

If is notgiven and y, is given, is calculated from

- Yi'cJ

If both y, and N^f, are not given, defaults to 1.7e23 m'̂ and y, is
calculated from

If y, is notgiven, it is calculated by

,, _ V29e,,^,ch

nI-5. If y2 is not given, it iscalculated by

72 =
sub

11I-6. If Vi,x is notgiven, it is calculated by

0 _y

2e.: •'
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Notes on Parameter Extraction

nC-1. If Cgso is notgiven, it is calculated by

if {die is given and is greater 0),
Cgso = die * Cox - Cgsl

if {Cgso < 0)

Cgso = 0

else Cgso = 0.6 Xj * Cox

nC-2. If Cgdo is not given, it is calculated by

if {die is given and is greater than 0),
Cgdo = die * Cox - Cgdl
if {Cgdo < 0)

Cgdo = 0

else Cgdo = 0.6 Xj * Cox

nC-3. If CF is not given then it is calculated usin by

CF =^^ln
K

' 4x10"'''
!+•

Tox
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CHAPTER 7: Benchmark Test Results

A series of benchmark tests [26] have been performed to check the model robustness,

accuracy and performance. Although not all the benchmark test results are included in this

chapter, the most important ones are demonstrated.

7.1 Benchmark Test lypes

Table 7-1 lists the various benchmark test conditions and associated figure number

included in this section. Notice that for each plot, smooth transitions are apparent

for current, transconductance, and source to drain resistance for all transition

regions regardless of bias conditions.

Device Size Bias Conditions Notes

Figure
Number

W/L=20/5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vbs=OV; Vds=0.05, 3.3V Log scale 7-1

W/L=20/5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vbs=OV; Vds=0.05, 3.3V Linear scale 7-2

W/L=20/0.5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vbs=OV; Vds=0.05, 3.3V Log scale 7-3

W/L=20/0.5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vbs=OV; Vds=0.05, 3.3V Linear scale 7-4

W/L=20/5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V; Vbs=0 to -3.3V Log scale 7-5

W/L=20/5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V; Vbs=0 to -3.3V; W/
L=20/5

Linear scale 7-6

W/L=20/0.5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V; Vbs=0 to -3.3V Log scale 7-7

W/L=20/0.5 Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V; Vbs=0 to -3.3V Linear scale 7-8

W/L=20/5 Gm/Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V, 3-3V; Vbs=OV Linear scale 7-9
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Benchmark Test Results

Device Size Bias Conditions Notes

Figure
Number

W/L=20/0.5 Gm/Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V, 3-3V; Vbs=OV Linear scale 7-10

W/L=20/5 Gm/Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V; Vbs=OV to -
3.3V

Linear scale 7-11

W/L=20/0.5 Gm/Ids vs. Vgs @ Vds=0.05V; Vbs=OV to -
3.3V

Linear scale 7-12

W/L=20/0.5 Ids vs. Vds @Vbs=OV; Vgs=0.5V, 0.55V, 0.6V Linear scale 7-13

W/L=20/5 Ids vs. Vds @Vbs=OV; Vgs=1.15V to 3.3V Linear scale 7-14

W/L=20/0.5 Ids vs. Vds @Vbs=OV; Vgs=1.084V to 3.3V Linear scale 7-15

W/L=20/0.5 Rout vs. Vds @ Vbs=OV; Vgs=1.084V to 3.3V Linear scale 7-16

Table 7-1. Benchmark test information.

7.2 Benchmark Test Results

All of the figures listed in Table 7-1 are shown below. Unless otherwise indicated,

symbols represent measurement data and lines represent the results of the model.

All of these plots serve to demonstrate the robustness and continuous behavior of

the unified model expression for not only but G„. GJI^, and aswell.
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Vcls=0.05V

Solid lines: Model results

Symbols: Exp.data
W/L=20/5

Tox=9 nm

Vbs=OV

2.0

Vgs (V)
3.0 4.0

Figure 7-1. Continuity from subthreshold to strong inversion (log scale).
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TJ
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1.0E-03

8.0E-04

6.0E-04
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Solid lines: Model result

Symbols: Exp.data
W/L=20/5

Tox=9 nm

- Vbs=OV

Vds=3.3V

Vds=:0.05V

0.0 1.0 2.0

Vgs (V)

3.0 4.C

Figure 7-2. Continuity from subthreshold to strong inversion (linear scale).
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7-4

1.0E+00
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Solid lines: Model results

Symbols: Exp. data
W/L=20/0.5

Tox=9 nm
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Vgs(V)

3.0 4.0

Figure 7-3. Same as Figure 7-1 but for a short channel device.
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W/L=20/0.5
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Figure 7-4. Same as Figure 7-2 but for a short channel device.
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Figure 7-5. Subthreshold to strong inversion continuity as a function of
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Solid lines: Model results
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Figure 7-6. Subthreshold to strong inversion continuity as a function of
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7-6
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Solid lines: Model results
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Figure 7-7. Same as Figure 7-5 but for a short channel device.
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Figure 7-8. Same as Figure 7-6 but for a short channel device.
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Solid lines: Model results
Symbols: Exp. data
W/L=20/5
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Figure 7-9. continuity from subthreshold to strong inversion regions.
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Figure 7-10. Same as Figure 7-9 but for a short channel device.
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7-8
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Figure 7-11. GJI^s continuity as a function of Vj,.
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Figure 7-12. Same as Figure 7-11 but for a short channel device.
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Figure 7-13. Comparison of with BSIM3v2.
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Figure 7-14. Smooth transitions from linear to saturation regimes.
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7-10
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Figure 7-15. Same as Figure 7-14 but for a short channel device.
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Figure 7-16. Continuousand non-negative R^ut behavior.
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CHAPTER 8: Noise Modeling

8.1 Flicker Noise

8.1.1 Parameters

There exist two models for flicker noise modeling. One is called SPICE2

flicker noise model; the other is BSIM3 flicker noise model [35-36]. The

flicker noise model parameters are listed in Table 8-1.

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in
SPICE

Description Default Unit

Noia noia Noise parameter A (NMOS) le20
(PMOS) 9.9el8

none

Noib noib Noise parameter B (NMOS) 5e4
(PMOS) 2.4e3

none

Noic noic Noise parameter C (NMOS) -1.4e-12
(PMOS) 1.4e-12

none

Em em Saturation field 4.1e7 V/m

Af af Flick noise exponent 1 none

Ef ef Flicker noise frequency
exponent

1 none

Kf kf Flicker noise coefficient 0 none

Table 8-1. Flickernoise model parameters.
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Flicker Noise

8.1.2 Formulations

1. For SPICE2 model

Noise density= ^ ^

where/is the frequency.

2. For BSIM3 model

r T^ox^eff J

(8.1)

Noise - ' Noio' log
fA^o+2xlO"

M+2X10"'
V ' /

(8.2)

+Noib{N„-N,)+!^(N„'-N,-')
^ Noia+Noib- N, -f Noic- N,^

(N,+2xlCi'f

where V,^ is the thermal voltage, is the effective mobiity at the given

bias condition, and L^and W^axe the effective channel length and width,

respectively. The parameter Nq is the charge density at the source side

given by

(8.3)

C„{Ve.-Vj
9

No =

The parameteriV, is the chargedensity at the drainend given by
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Flicker Noise

(8.4)

' q

ALc\m is the channel length reduction due to channel length modulation and

given by

where

A£t,.=
LitlXog

V -V ^
ds dsal

Litl

0 (otherwis^

2^£• sat
sat

(8.5)

(forV^>V^„)

Otherwise

c x5

Noise density= ———
V 4-9

(8.6)

Where, is the flicker noisecalculated at Vg^= Vtf, + 0.1 and 5^1 is given

by
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Channel Thermal Noise

(8.7)

Noia-V,„lJ

8.2 Channel Thermal Noise

There also exist two models for channel thermal noise modeling. One is called

SPICE2 thermal noise model. Theother is BSIM3v3 thermal noise model. Each of

these can be toggled through themodel flag, noiMod.

1. For SPICE2 thermal noise model

where and are the transconductances.

2. For BSIM3v3 thermal noisemodel [37]

lJ '

(8.8)

(8.9)

Qinv is the inversion channel charge computed from the capacitance models
(capMod = 0, 1, 2 or 3).
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Noise Model Flag

8.3 Noise Model Flag

A model flag, noiMod, is used to select different combination of flicker and

thermal noise models discussed above with possible optoins described in Table 8-

2.

noimod

flag Flicker noise model

Thermal noise

model

1 SPICE2 SPICE2

2 BSIM3v3 BSIM3v3

3 BSIM3v3 SPICE2

4 SPICE2 BSIM3v3

Table 8-2. noiMod flag for differnet noise models.
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CHAPTER 9: MOS Diode Modeling

9.1 Diode IV Model

The diode IV modeling now supports a resistance-free diode model and a current-

limiting feature by introducing a new model parameter ijth (defaulting to 0.1A). If

ijth is explicitly specified to be zero, a resistance-free diode model will be

triggered; otherwise two critical junction votages Vjsm for S/B diode and Vjdm for

D/B diode will be computed from the value of ijth.

9.1.1 Modeling the S/B Diode

If the S/B saturation current is larger than zero, the following equations

is used to calculate the S/B diode current 4^.

Case 1 - ijth is equal to zero: A resistance-free diode.

(9.1)

hs
^hs ^shs exf

tm

-\ +G iV
nun PS

where = (nj- KbT) /q; iV7 is a model parameter, known as the junction

emission coefficient.

Case 2 - ijth is non-zero: Current limiting feature.
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9-2

If Vbs < ypm

^hs
^bs ^sbs exf

\ \

Otherwise

-1 +G: .V
mm OS

hs= -Vjsn^+G„J^
tm

with Vjsmcomputed by

Vjsm = NV In
îjth ^
—+ 1

shs

The saturation current 7^^,^ is given by

hhs -

(9.2)

(9.3)

(9.4)

where J, is the junction saturation current density, As is the source junction

area, is the sidewall junction saturation current density, is the

perimeter of the source junction. J, and are functions of temperature

and can be written as

"gO

V V
'imO 'im

(9.5)

^ + X771n

NJ
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ssw "^sOsw

^+xr/ln|
V„

NJ

(9.6)

Theenergy band-gap EgO andEg at thenominal andoperating temperatures

are expressed by (9.7a) and (9.7b), repectively:

, 7.02x10-^7'
E n =1.16-'gO T^ + nOS

^ , ,, 7.02xl0-^r'
E, =1.16

' r + 1108

(9.7a)

{9.7b)

In the above derivatoins, is the saturation current density at If is

not given, j^q= ixlo"^ A/m^. 7jo.w is the sidewall saturation current density

at with a default value of zero.

If is not positive, 4^ is calculated by

I -G V
bs min hs

(9.8)

9.1.2 Modeling the D/B Diode

If the D/B saturation current 7^^ is larger than zero, the following equations

is used to calculate the D/B diode current lyj.

Case 1 - ijth is equal to zero: A resistance-free diode.
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hd ~ Lhd

^ ry \ \
^bdexp

\ "" y

-1

Case 2 - ijth is non-zero: Current limiting feature.

If Vi,d < Vjdm

Otherwise

hd ~ hbd
^bd

/ J

exp

/« =ijth+-Vjdm)+ G„A
tm

with Vjdm computed by

Vjdm = NV.^ In
hbd

The saturation current hi,d is given by

hbd - ^dh

(9.9)

(9.10)

(9.11)

(9.12)

where is the drain junction area and is the perimeter of the drain

junction. If 7^ is not positive, 7^^ is calculated by

(9.13)

hd ^min *̂ bd
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9.1.3 Model Parameter Lists

The diode DC model parameters are listed in Table 9-1.

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE
Description Default Unit

JsO js Saturation current density le.4 A/m^

JsOsw jssw Side wail saturation current density 0 A/m

NJ nj Emission coefficient 1 none

xn xti Junction current temperatureexpo
nent coefficient

3.0 none

ijth ijth Limiting current 0.1 A

Table 9-1. MOS diode model parameters.

9.2 MOS Diode Capacitance Model

Source and drainjunction capacitance can be divided into two components:

the junction bottom area capacitance and the junction periphery

capacitance Cjp. The formula for both the capacitances is similar, but with

different model parameters. The equation of Cjt includes the parameters

such as Cp Mp andP/,. Theequation of Cjp includes theparameters such as

^jxw* ^jsw> ^bsw ^jswg* ^jswgy 3.nd Phswg'

9.2.1 S/B Junction Capacitance

The S/B junction capacitance can be calculated by

If Ps>W,ff
(9.14)

Capbs — +(Pj ^tff)pjbsxw jbsxwg
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Otherwise

(9.15)

where Cp,. is the unit bottom areacapacitance of the S/B junction,

Cjbssw is the periphery capacitance of the S/B Junction along the

field oxide side, and Cpsswg is the periphery capacitance of the S/B

junction along the gate oxide side.

If Cj is largerthan zero, Cp^ is calculated by

ify^,<0

otherwise

/ \-M,

n

^ y ^l+M,-^
' p.

If is large than zero, Cp^,y, is calculated by

ify,,<0

(9.16)

(9.17)
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otherwise

c =rjbssw jsw

c =r^ jbssw ^jsw

i__!k
P

haw J

' K

bsw

If ^jswg is largerthanzero, is calculated by

ifV,,<0

Otherwise

C -CJbsswg jswg

f „

2 bs
P

bswg

^ K ^
bswg

C =Cjbsswg jswg

9.2.2 D/B Junction Capacitance

(9.18)

(9.19)

(9.20)

(9.21)

The D/B junction capacitance can be calculated by
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(9.22)

Capbd = +[P,

Otherwise

(9.23)

Capbd = +

where is the unit bottom area capacitance of the D/B junction,

^jbdsw is the periphery capacitance of the D/B junction along the

field oxide side, and Cj^j^wg is the periphery capacitance of theD/B

junction along the gate oxide side.

If Cj is larger than zero, is calculated by

ifVi,d<0

otherwise

^jhd -

r y
I—Im.

' P.

If is large than zero, Cy^^,^ iscalculated by

ifVl„<0

(9.24)

(9.25)
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Otherwise

c = r^ jbdsw jsw

f 1/
x—Xm.

P
bsw

' V ^

bsw

c =r^jbdsw ^jsw

If Cj,y^,g is larger thanzero, is calculated by

ifV,,<0

otherwise

c =cjbdswg jswg

C =Cjbdswg jswg

^ V ^j ^hd
rMJtwg

P
bswg

^ V ^

bswg
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9.2.3 Temperature Dependence of Junction Capacitance

The temperature dependence of the junction capacitance is mod

eled. Both zero-bias unit-area junction capacitance (Cy, and

Cjswg) and built-in potential of the junction (P^, and are

temperature dependent and modeled in the following.

For zero-bias junction capacitance:

(9.30a)

Cj{T)=Cj{T^J{\ +tcjAT)

(9.30b)

Cj.^{t)=C(l+tcjsw'AT)

(9.30c)

J.^g (Lom )•(l +icjswg 'AT)

For the built-in potential:

(9.31a)

n{T)=P,{T^)-tpb-6I

(9.31b)

PhJr)=PbJP^-tpbsw- AT

(9.31c)

Phs^g^)=Pb^iPnomh'pbswg- AT

In Eqs. (9.30) and (9.31), the temperature difference is defined as
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(9.32)

AT = T-T

The six newmodel parameters in the aboveequations are described

in Table 9-2.

9.2.4 Junction Capacitance Parameters

The following table give a fiill description of those model parame

tersused in the diodejunctioncapacitance modeling.

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE
Description Default Unit

Cj cj Bottom junction capacitance per
unit area at zero bias

5e-4 F/m2

Mj mj Bottomjunction capacitance grad
ing coefficient

0.5 none

Pb pb Bottom junction built-in potential 1.0 V

Cjsw cjsw Source/drain sidewall junction
capacitance per unit length at zero

bias

5e-10 F/m

Mjsw mjsw Source/drain sidewall junction
capacitance grading coefficient

0.33 none

Pbsw pbsw Source/drain side wall junction
built-in potential

1.0 V

Cjswg cjswg Source/draingate side wall junc
tion capacitanceper unit length at

zero bias

Cjsw F/m

Mjswg mjswg Source/drain gate side wall junc
tion capacitance grading coeffi

cient

Mjsw none

Pbswg pbswg Source/drain gate side wall junc
tion built-in potential

Pbsw V

tpb tpb Temperature coefficient of Pb 0.0 V/K

tpbsw tpbsw Temperature coefficient of Pbsw 0.0 V/K
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE
Description Default Unit

tpbswg tpbswg Temperature coefficient of Pbswg 0.0 V/K

tcj tcj Temperature coefficient of Cj 0.0 1/K

tcjsw tcjsw Temperature coefficient of Cjsw 0.0 1/K

tcjswg tcjswg Temperature coefficient of Cjswg 0.0 1/K

Table 9-2. MOS Junction Capacitance Model Parameters.
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APPENDIX A: Parameter List

A.1 Model Control Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

None level The model selector 8 none

None version Model version selector 3.2 none

None binUnit Bining unit selector 1 none

None param-

Chk

Parameter value check False none

mobMod mobMod Mobility model selector 1 none

capMod capMod Flag for capacitance models 3 none

nqsMod^ nqsMod Flag for NQS model 0 none

noiMod noiMod Flag for noise models 1 none

a. nqsMod is now an element (instance) parameter,no longer a model
parameter.

A.2 DC Parameters
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DC Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

VthO VthO Threshold voltage @Vbs=0 for
Large L.

0.7

(NMOS)

-0.7

(PMOS)

V nI-1

VFB vfb Flat-band voltage Calculated V nI-1

K1 kl First order body effect coeffi
cient

0.5 yin nI-2

K2 k2 Second order body effect coef
ficient

0.0 none nI-2

K3 k3 Narrow width coefficient 80.0 none

K3b k3b Body effect coefficient of k3 0.0 irv

WO wO Narrow width parameter 2.5e-6 m

Nix nix Lateral non-uniform doping
parameter

1.74e-7 m

Vbm vbm Maximum applied body bias in
Vth calculation

-3.0 V

DvtO dvtO first coefficient of short-chan

nel effect on Vth
2.2 none

Dvtl dvtl Second coefficient of short-

channel effect on Vth

0.53 none

Dvt2 dvt2 Body-bias coefficient of short-
channel effect on Vth

-0.032 l/V

DvtOw dvtOw First coefficient of narrow

width effect on Vth for small

channel length

0 1/m

Dvtlw dvtwl Second coefficient of narrow

width effect on Vth for small

channel length

5.3e6 1/m
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Dvt2w dvt2w Body-bias coefficient of narrow
width effect for small channel

length

-0.032 \/V

flO uO Mobility at Temp = Tnom
NMOSFBT

PMOSFBT

670.0

250.0

cmWs

Ua ua First-order mobility degrada
tion coefficient

2.25E-9 mA^

Ub ub Second-order mobility degrada
tion coefficient

5.87E-19 (mA^)2

Uc uc Body-effect of mobility degra
dation coefficient

mobMod

=1,2:
-4,65e-ll

mobMod

=3:

-0.046

mA^2

\N

vsat vsat Saturation velocity at Temp =
Tnom

8.0E4 m/sec

AO aO Bulk charge effect coefficient
for channel length

1,0 none

Ags ags gate bias coefficient of Abulk 0.0 IfW

BO bO Bulk charge effect coefficient
for channel width

0.0 m

B1 bl Bulk charge effect width offset 0.0 m

Keta keta Body-bias coefficient of bulk
charge effect

-0.047 irv

A1 al First non-saturation effect

parameter
0.0 \/W

A2 a2 Second non-saturation factor 1.0 none
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Rdsw rdsw Parasitic resistanceper unit
width

0.0 Q-|xm^'

Prwb prwb Body effect coefficient of Rdsw 0 y-in

Prwg prwg Gate bias effect coefficient of

Rdsw

0 l/V

Wr wr Width Offset from Weff for

Rds calculation
1.0 none

Wint wint Width offset fitting parameter
from I-V without bias

0.0 m

Lint lint Length offset fitting parameter
from I-V without bias

0.0 m

dWg dwg Coefficient of Weff's gate
dependence

0.0 mA^

dWb dwb Coefficient of Weff's substrate

body bias dependence
0.0 mA^i/2

Voff voff Offset voltage in the subthresh-
old region at large W and L

-0.08 V

Nfactor nfactor Subthreshold swing factor 1.0 none

EtaO etaO DIBL coefficient in subthresh

old region
0.08 none

Etab etab Body-bias coefficient for the
subthreshold DIBL effect

-0.07 \rv

Dsub dsub DIBL coefficient exponent in
subthreshold region

drout none

Git cit Interface trap capacitance 0.0 F/m2

Cdsc cdsc Drain/Source to channel cou

pling capacitance
2.4E-4 F/m2
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Cdscb cdscb Body-bias sensitivity of Cdsc 0.0 FA^m2

Cdscd cdscd Drain-bias sensitivity of Cdsc 0,0 FA^m2

Pclm pclm Channel length modulation
parameter

1.3 none

Pdiblcl pdiblcl First output resistance DIBL
effect correction parameter

0.39 none

Pdiblc2 pdiblc2 Second output resistance DIBL
effect correction parameter

0.0086 none

Pdiblcb pdiblcb Body effect coefficient of
DIBL correction parameters

0 IfV

Drout drout L dependence coefficient of the
DIBL correction parameter in
Rout

0.56 none

Pscbel pscbel First substrate current body-
effect parameter

4.24E8 V/m

Pscbe2 pscbe2 Second substrate current body-
effect parameter

l.OE-5 mA^ nI-3

Pvag pvag Gate dependence of Early volt
age

0.0 none

5 delta Effective Vds parameter 0.01 V

Ngate ngate poly gate doping concentration 0 cm*^

aO alphaO The first parameter of impact
ionization current

0 mA^

al alpha1 Isub parameter for length scal
ing

0.0 m

po betaO The second parameter of impact
ionization current

30 V
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Rsh rsh Source drain sheet resistance in

ohm per square
0.0 Q/

square

JsOsw jssw Side wall saturation current

density
0.0 A/m

JsO js Source drain junction saturation
current per unit area

l.OE-4 A/m2

ijth ijth Diode limiting current 0.1 A nI-3

A.3 C-V Model Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description
Default Unit Note

Xpart xpart Charge partitioning flag 0.0 none

CGSO cgso Non LDD region source-gate
overlap capacitance per
channel length

calculated F/m nC-1

CGDO cgdo Non LDD region drain-gate
overlap capacitance per
channel length

calculated F/m nC-2

CGBO cgbo Gate bulk overlap capaci
tance per unit channel length

0.0 F/m

Cj cj Bottom junction capacitance
per unit area at zero bias

5.0e-4 F/m2
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description
Default Unit Note

Mj mj Bottom junction capacitance
grating coefficient

0.5

Mjsw mjsw Source/Drain side wall junc
tion capacitance grading coef
ficient

0.33 none

Cjsw cjsw Source/Drain side wall junc
tion capacitance per unit area

5.E-10 F/m

Cjswg cjswg Source/drain gate side wall
junction capacitance grading
coefficient

Cjsw F/m

Mjswg mjswg Source/drain gate side wall
junction capacitance grading
coefficient

Mjsw none

Pbsw pbsw Source/drain side wall junc
tion built-in potential

1.0 V

Pb pb Bottom built-in potential 1.0 V

Pbswg pbswg Source/Drain gate side wall
junction built-in potential

Pbsw V

CGSl cgsl Light doped source-gate
region overlap capacitance

0.0 F/m

CGDl cgdl Light doped drain-gate region
overlap capacitance

0.0 F/m

CKAPPA ckappa Coefficient for lightly doped
region overlap
capacitance Fringing field
capacitance

0.6 V

Cf cf fringing field capacitance calculated F/m nC-3

CLC clc Constant term for the short

channel model

O.lE-6 m

CLE cle Exponential term for the short
channel model

0.6 none
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description
Default Unit Note

DLC die Length offset fitting parame
ter from C-V

lint m

DWC dwc Width offset fitting parameter
from C-V

wint m

Vfbcv vfbcv Flat-band voltage parameter
(for capMod=0 only)

-1 V

noff noff CV parameter in Vgsteff,CV
for weak to strong inversion

1.0 none nC-4

voffcv voffcv CV parameter in Vgsteff,CV
for week to strong inversion

0.0 V nC-4

acde acde Exponential coefficient for
charge thickness in capMod=3
for accumulation and deple
tion regions

1.0 nW nC-4

moin moin Coefficient for the gate-bias
dependent surface potential

15.0 none nC-4

A.4 NQS Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Elm elm Elmore constant of the channel 5 none
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A.5 dW and dL Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Deseription Default Unit Note

Wi wl Coeffieient of length depen-
denee for width offset

0.0 mwin

Win win Power of length dependenee of
width offset

1.0 none

Ww ww Coeffieient of width depen
denee for width offset

0.0 mWwn

Wwn wwn Power of width dependenee of
width offset

1.0 none

Wwl wwl Coeffieient of length and width
eross term for width offset

0.0 jjjWwn+WIn

LI 11 Coeffieient of length depen
denee for length offset

0.0 mLln

Lin lln Power of length dependenee for
length offset

1.0 none

Lw lw Coeffieient of width depen
denee for length offset

0.0 mLwn

Lwn lwn Power of width dependenee for
length offset

1.0 none

Lwl lwl Coeffieient of length and width
eross term for length offset

0.0 ^Lwn-i-Lln

Lie Lie Coeffieient of length depen
denee for CV ehannel length
offset

LI mLIn
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Lwc Lwc Coefficient of width depen
dence for CV channel length
offset

Lw mLwn

Lwlc Lwlc Coefficient of length and width-
dependence for CV channel
length offset

Lwl lY^Lwn-i-LIn

Wlc Wlc Coefficient of length depen
dence for CV channel width

offset

W1 mwin

Wwc Wwc Coefficient of widthdependence
for CV channel width offset

Ww n,Wwn

Wwlc Wwlc Coefficient of length and width-
dependence for CV channel
width offset

Wwl jjjWIn+Wwn

A.6 Temperature Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Tnom tnom Temperature at which param
eters are extracted

27

|Lite ute Mobility temperature expo
nent

-1.5 none
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Ktl ktl Temperature coefficient for
threshold voltage

-0.11 V

Ktll ktll Channel length dependence of
the temperature coefficient for
threshold voltage

0.0 Vm

Kt2 kt2 Body-bias coefficient of Vth
temperature effect

0.022 none

Ual ual Temperature coefficient for
Ua

4.31E-9 mA^

Ubl ubl Temperature coefficient for
Ub

-7.61E-

18

(mA^)2

Ucl ucl Temperature coefficient for
Uc

mob-

Mod=l,

2:

-5.6E-11

mob-

Mod=3:

-0.056

mA^2

irv

At at Temperature coefficient for
saturation velocity

3.3E4 m/sec

Pit prt Temperature coefficient for
Rdsw

0.0 Q-|im

At at Temperature coefficient for
saturation velocity

3.3E4 m/sec

nj nj Emission coefficient of junc
tion

1.0 none

XTI xti Junction current temperature
exponent coefficient

3.0 none
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

tpb tpb Temperature coefficient of Pb 0.0 V/K

tpbsw tpbsw Temperature coefficient of
Pbsw

0.0 V/K

tpbswg tpbswg Temperature coefficient of
Pbswg

0.0 V/K

tcj tcj Temperature coefficient of Cj 0.0 1/K

tcjsw tcjsw Temperature coefficient of
Cjsw

0.0 1/K

tcjswg tcjswg Temperature coefficient of
Cjswg

0.0 1/K

A.7 Flicker Noise Model Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Noia noia Noise parameter A (NMOS) le20

(PMOS) 9.9el8

none

Noib noib Noise parameter B (NMOS) 5e4

(PMOS) 2.4e3

none

Noic noic Noise parameter C (NMOS) -1.4e-
12

(PMOS) 1.4e-12

none

Em em Saturation field 4.1e7 V/m
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Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Af af Flicker noise exponent 1 none

Ef ef Flicker noise frequency
exponent

1 none

Kf kf Flicker noise coefficient 0 none

A.8 Process Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Tox tox Gate oxide thickness 1.5e-8 m

Toxm toxm Tox at which parameters are
extracted

Tox m nI-3

Xj xj Junction Depth 1.5e-7 m

yl gamma1 Body-effect coefficient near the
surface

calcu

lated

ym nI-5

y2 gamma2 Body-effect coefficient in the
bulk

calcu

lated

yi/2 nI-6

Nch nch Channel doping concentration 1.7el7 1/cm^ nI-4

Nsub nsub Substrate doping concentration 6el6 1/cm^

Vbx vbx Vbs at which the depletion
region width equals xt

calcu

lated

V
nI-7

Xt xt Doping depth 1.55e-7 m
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A.9 Geometry Range Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Default Unit Note

Lmin lmin Minimum channel length 0,0 m

Lmax lmax Maximum channel length 1.0 m

Wmin wmin Minimum channel width 0.0 m

Wmax wmax Maximum channel width 1.0 m

binUnit binunit Bin unit scale selector 1.0 none

A.lOModel Parameter Notes

nl-l. If is not specified, it is calculatedby

VfAO ~ ^FB

where the model parameter V>b=-1.0. If is specified, VpB defaults to

^FB ~

nI-2. If and K2 are not given, they are calculated based on
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where is calculated by

\ '

=2V^oln

k T
•w _ nom

tmO

vl.5
E ^

21.5565981 ^W; = 1.45x1010

300.15
exp

7 02xl0"^T ^
£,0=1.16-

r +1108
/torn

where fgo is the energy bandgap at temperature 7^

nl-a.

If pscbel <= 0.0, a warning message will be given.
If ijth < 0.0, a fatal error message will occur.

If Toxm < = 0.0, a fatal error messagewill occur.
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nI-4. If is not given and y, is given. A/,,, is calculated from

_ r'cj
N.n =

If both y, and are not given, defaults to 1.7e23 m"' and y, is
calculated from

nI-5. If Y, is notgiven, it is calculated by

_ 7296^
c

ox

nI-6. If Y2 is notgiven, it is calculated by

„ _

fl ~
c

ox

nI-7. If is not given, it is calculated by

2e... •' "

nC-1. If Cgso is notgiven, it is calculated by

if {die is given and is greater 0),
Cgso = die * Cox - Cgsl
if (Cgso < 0)

Cgso = 0

else Cgso = 0.6 Xj * Cox

nC-2. If Cgdois not given, it is calculatedby

if {die is given and is greater than 0),
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Model Parameter Notes

Cgdo = die * Cox - Cgdl
if (Cgdo < 0)

Cgdo = 0

else Cgdo = 0.6 Xj * Cox

nC-3. If CF is not given then it is calculatedusin by

CF =
2e,

•In
TC

1 +

-7 ^
4x10

Tox

nC-4.

If (acde < 0.4) or (acde > 1.6), a warning message will be given.

If (moin < 5.0) or (moin > 25.0), a warning message will be given.

If (nojf< 0.1) or (nqff> 4.0), a warning message will be given.

If (voffcv< -0.5) or (voj^^cv > 0.5), a warning message will be given.
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APPENDIX B: Equation List

B.l I-V Model

B.1.1 Threshold Voltage

v., =
V

bseff

+ x,

-aVTQw

L^-1

W 'L ^'"'ffexp -aWliv-
2L

+ 2exp

-awo exp -aVT\
3L
2/.

+ 2exp -a

-o.

W^,/r'4/rn <» <ff
^VTIh"

\\

/y

\\

JJ

exp

V V

-Dsub
-3L
2L

+ 2exp -D, ^lab^bseff V<b
//

^/AOox ~^//jO 'V^7

^2ox ~ ^2
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I-V Model

It —-yJSsiXdepl Cox(l + DvTlVbseff)

Itw —-yjEsiXdepf Cox{\ + DvTlwVbseff)

Ito —•\lEsiXdepO / Cox

Xde.
(Oj —Vhsegr)

qNch

j2&i

XdepO —
2&i0s

qNch

(51=0.001)

VJjtT# —VJ*:+0.5[Viff--VJic—5i+-^(VJ»v—VJic——AS\Vbc ]

V^=0.9

NchNos
Vbi = v/ln( 7—)

m

B.1.2 Effective

Vgsleff —

B-2

2 n Vfln
.Vgs-Vth,l+exp(-^ )

2nvt

, . ^ ^ 20s , Vgs-Vtb-2Voff,
1+ 2 n CoxJ—— exp( -)

qEsiNch 2 nvt
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I-V Model

_ (C/ir+CcbaiVds+Cdsch Vbs '̂{exp(~Dm—)+2exp(—Dwi—) |
Ok Cox Cm

o=
Xd.'ep

B.1.3 Mobility

For mobMod=l

flo
M =

Tox Tox

For mobMod=2

flo
IM =

\+(Uub UcVb,^)(^^) +Ub(^^f
Tox Tox

For mobMod=3

flo
f^eff = ^

Tox Tox
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I-V Model

B-4

B.1.4 Drain Saturation Voltage

FotRj^> 0 1:

Vtlsat —
—b —'Jb^ —4ac

2a

a —Abulk ^effVsatCoxRoS "J" ( V) Abulk
A

2 ^
(ygsteff + 2Vt){- 1) + AbulkEsatLeff + 3AbulkiYgsteff + 2vt)WeffVsatCoxRDS

A

b = -

C—(Ygsteff + 2Vt)EsatLeff + 2(Vgsieff + 2Vt)^WeffVsatCoxRDS

A —AlVgsteff + Al

FoTRjg=0 and A= 1:

Vdsat —
Esat Leff^Vgsteff + 2V/)

Abulk Esat Leff + (Vgjfcj '̂ + 2V/)

Atulk 1+-

2,/ b̂seff

\\

1

^+KetaY,,beff

//
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I-V Model

_ '2,Vsal
Jusat

B.1.5 Effective

Vds^ —Vdsai Vds S'̂ -^(\^dsat —Vds —5)^ ~l"45Vifca/|

B.1.6 Drain Current Expression

_ Idso{Vdseff) ^ Vds —Vdseff ^ Vds —Vdseff ^
^ RdsIdsojVdseff) y VaSCBE J

Vdseff

}Veff^ffCoxVgsteff(\ —Abulk ^Vdseff
j_ 2(ygstejf + 2vty

Idso —

Leff[l + Vdseff / {EsatLeff)^

Va =Va™, +(1 + +—1—)-i
EsatLeff VaCLM VaDIBLC

AbulkEsatLeff -\-Vgsteff .
VaCLM — j \Vds —Vdseff )

PcUdAbulkEsat Utl
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I-V Model

B-6

Vadiblc =

Srout = PdiBLCI

(Vg.rtqg^ + 2V;)

6rout{\ + PDlBLCaVbseff)
1-

AbulkVdsat

AbulkVdsat + Vgsteff + 2V/

Qxp{—DRouT——) +2exp(—DRouT—^)
2lto Ito

1 Pscbel f Psche\ Htl^
exp

VaSCBE Leff Vds —Vdseff

+ Pdiblci

EsatLeff +Vdsat +2RDS'VsatCoxWeffVgst^\\ ^bulkVdsat
V/u« = — 2(Vga.ff+ 2v,)

2 / A—1+ RDSVsatCoxWeffAbulk

M=
V e.

B.1.7 Substrate Current

J"tb j V(if ^dseff

'OX

P. 1 J (
' dsQ

V. —V^ ^dseff ^J 1^ds^dsO ^
^dseff

V -V ^I ^ ds dseff
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I-V Model

B.1.8 Polysilicon Depletion Effect

V =—Y F - ^poly^poly 2 p°^y p^^y~ 2e •

^ox^ox ^si^poly ~ ^poly

V,s-V,s-^s=V^o,y+V,,

<'K-VrB-^.-V^J-V^fy=0

a =

^9e,iNg„,T„

V-..,=V„+0.+^^"^"gs_eff ' FB s 1+-

Q^si^gaJox

B.1.9 Effective Channel Length and Width

l^eff — Ldrawn —l^dL

W.ff = Wdray»,-2dW
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I-V Model

Weff' =Wdrawn-2dW'

dW =dW+dW^V^^ +dW,il^,-V,„, -^)
w w w

dW=W. I ^ I ^ I^Wln jWla-^^Wwn

'^ = A„.+tw+—^Lln jyLw/i jJ^ln-^Lwn

B.l.lOSource/Drain Resistance

„ _ + +Pn.b{yl^. -Vfa,jf -V^))
(lo'wvf

B.l.llTemperature Effects

M/i(D —Vth(Tnorm) + {KtX + K\l / +KnVbs^yT/ Tnorm —1)

T
fJo(T) —IJo(Tnonn)(^

Tnorm

Vsat{T) —Vsat{Tnorm) —MTITwm-l)
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Capacitance Model Equations

T
Rdsw(T) —Rdsw(Tnorm) + Prf( 1)

Tnorm

Ua(T) —UaiTnorm) + JJa\{T / Tnorm —1)

Ub(.T) = JJb(Tnorm) + Ub\iT / Tnorm ~ 1)

Uc(T) —UciTnorm) + Uc\{T / Tnorm —1)

B.2 Capacitance Model Equations

B.2.1 Dimension Dependence

^active ^drawn

W,e,ve=W^.„-26W,„

^.,=DLC+-^+-^+'̂ ff ^Lln jL\vty^Lwn

Wwc Wwlc
=DWC+-^+—:7r—^eff -y^Wwn jWln^Wwn
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Capacitance Model Equations

B.2.2 Overlap Capacitance

B.2.2.1 Source Overlap Capacitance

(1) for capMod = 0

(2) for capMod = 1

IfV,,<0

Q<«,erlap., ^cggpy^ V
active

Qoverlap ,s — Q1/ CKAPPA •CGiS1
W . ~ 2

Else

4V
-l + Jl-

CKAPPA

Qoverlap,s
'w.

={CGSQ + CKAPPA•CGSl)•V
gs

active

(3) for capMod = 2

Qo
w„.̂

=CGfflV^,+CG51 V -Vgx ' gXjOverlap
ckappX 4V

_1j. fi gsfiverlap

V CKAPPA

= + ] 5, =0.02

\\

n
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Capacitance Model Equations

B.2.2.2 Drain Overlap Capacitance

(1) for capMod = 0

(2) for capMod = 1

IfV,^<0

a

W •
active

gd

QoverlapM T/ CKAPPA- CGDl
= C(j/A) • V„. H

W ^ 2

Else

t

-1+Jl-
4y.gd

CKAPPA

Q overlap,d

w .
active

= {CGDO + CKAPPA •CGD\)- V
gd

(3) for capMod = 2

f
Q^^^=CGa)V.j+CGfl V -Vgd ' gdfiverlap

CKAPP/
-1+Jl-

4Vgd,overlap

CKAPPA
Jj

V.gd,overlap =̂[n.+5,-^(v,,+5,)'+45,] 5, =0.02
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Capacitance Model Equations

B.2.2.3 Gate Overlap Charge

Qoverlap.g (Qoverlap,s Qoveriap,d )

B.2.3 Instrinsic Charges

(l)capMod = 0

a. Accumulation region

Qg ~^active^activS^ox^gs ~^bs ~^Jbcv)

Qsuh Qg

Q =0>^mv

b. Subthreshold region < V^;,)

K ^a=—W 7 C
uW) active^activ^ox r\

V

Qg - Qb
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Capacitance Model Equations

a«v=o

c. Strong inversion (V > V,f^)

V -V
V

dsat.cv . ,

\ult

A '= A
^hulk ^hulkO

[Leff J
V ^ ' y

\um ~

r f

1+ ''ff . ^0

^bus

Vb.=V^ +<S>. +K,„^<^.-V,bseff

(i) 50/50 Charge partition

If ^ds< ^dsat

w

yy

\+Keta\,^j

Qg ~ ^ox^activl-'a y _v _<b^Jhcv O f
^ 12

AuikVj

V -V -V ^/|
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Capacitance Model Equations

^ I2(Vgs-V,H-^^V<b)

Q" = - V,l, +0S+ (I j
12(Vgs-Va, ^Vcb)

2

a =Qa =a5Qu =-W^L^ag[Vg.-VA-^^+
l^Vgg-Vm-^Vds)

Otherwise

Qs- ^active^active^<'̂ (^SS -Vfb-0s-
3

Qs-Qd - ^VT^cf/ve ^active - Vth)

Q"= -Wa^,eL,c,..Co.(Vfl,+0s - v,H

(11) 40/60 channel-charge Partition
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Capacitance Model Equations

if

Vds
Qg = [VgS-Vfb-0S- —— +

^ 70/T/ 1/ Abulk Yds12(Ygs- Yth )

Abulk Yds'

QinV ^^aciive^active I Ygs Yth \ulk ', ^bulk

^ 12(Vss-V,H-^^V<b)

]

•]

&=W^i^L^i.Co.[Vp- V,/, +<fe +" ;^ I2(Vg.-Vth-^^V<k)

Qd ^c/ivcAjcfivt^""*

(Ygs-Ythf AUYds(Ygs-Yth) . (AUYds)
Ahuik'YM-Voc —Vth A ' ^hidk - ^ 8

otherwise

(Vgs-Vg,-^^Vdsf
2

- -(Qg+Qb + Qd)

<2.' = W,,,,,L^,,,Co2c(Ygs -Yjb-0s —

BSIM3v3.2.1 Manual Copyright® 1999 UC Berkeley
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Capacitance Model Equations

4
- ~~JJ^active^active^"4ygs - Vth)

Qs --(Qg-^Qb-\- Qd)

(iii) 0/100 Channel-chargePartition

if Vj, < Vj^,

Q, = -Vfi-0s-^+ . ]
2

Q<- = - V,H - , ]
12(Vgs-V,h—^Vds)

2

Qb=W^,L„i,,Cox[Vfl,-V,^+0j^ (1 ^
12(Vgs-V,h—^Vck)
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Capacitance Model Equations

a=-W L Cnr
active ''^active ^ *

otherwise

YezI±+^v^-
2 4 24(Vgs-V,H-^^Vds)

—~(Qs + Qb+ Qd)

vdsQt

-Vf,-0S -)

Q» =-'f^ac,.el^ac,„,Co4Vfl, +0,- V,H + Wdsa,^

Q,=0

qs =-(q,+qJ

(2) capMod = 1

The flat-band voltage is calculated from

vfb =V^-0,-K^^0.-V,buff
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Capacitance Model Equations

where is given in Section B.1.1 with all the bias dependences

considered.

if < ^ + ^i.v+ Vgsteffcv)

Qgl ^active^active ^ox iy^gs Vgsieffcv^

else

A>u/«) ~

K,
O =W L C^g\ active aaive ox «

V K,,

Qbi ~ ~Qs'

V ^y _ gsteffcv
^dsat.cv . ,

^bulk

A '= A^bulk ^bulkO

f
( CLC\

CLE\

1 +

V L^eff J y

i+. 'fff

\\

L^+yXjX^^ W '̂+B,

BSIM3v3.2.1 Manual Copyright ® 1999 UC Berkeley
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Capacitance Model Equations

^s.v,.#.cv =nojfnv,\n 1+ exp ^gs-y.h-^ojf<^
^ noffnv, ^

Qg Qs^ ^active^aclive^o

Qb active^active^ox

V gsteff'̂ 2

\

r

A 'V ^^bulk ^ds

^21 ^gsteff'̂ yds^bulk '
V,

"̂ ^bulk \t ^bulk ')^bulk '^ds^
^ds 7 :; ;—\

"•bulk12\ Vgsteffcv ^ yds
^ y

V.

(i) 50/50 Channel-charge Partition

G, = Gj = -
w f r
" acfive ^active ^ ox ^bulk

(ii) 40/60 Channel-charge partition

A V ^^hulk yds

<v'I gsi
J2\ V — —^gsteffcv - yds
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Capacitance Model Equations

Qs=-
W . L C

active ^active ^ox

21

^gsteffcv J^gstefcvf {^hulk -^gsti^cv{^bulk '̂ ds) ~TT{^hulk '̂ dsY

Qd -~(Qs + Qb+ Qs)

(iii) 0/100 Channel-charge Partition

Qs=-W L C
active ^active ^ox

gstffcv , ^hulk'̂ di
+

2 4

Qd —~(Qs+ Qb + Qs)

if (Vds > Vdsat)

gsteff'
Vdsat

Qb Q^^ ^active ^active^ox
^gsteffcv ^dsat)

BSIM3v3.2.1 Manual Copyright© 1999 UC Berkeiey
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Capacitance Model Equations

(i) 50/50 Channel-charge Partition

W . J . C
r\ — n — •'active active^ox t/
Us-Ud- ^gsteff^

(ii) 40/60 Channel-charge Partition

7W L Ce_ ' active ^active ^ox w
s e kgsteffcv

Qd -~(Q8'^Qb + Qs)

(iii) 0/100 Channel-charge Partition

2V
O =-W L C

active active^ox -y

Qd =-(Q8 + Qb + Qs)

(3) capMod = 2

The flat-band voltage is calculated from

bseff
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Capacitance Model Equations

where V^/, is given in Section B.1.1 with all the bias dependences

considered.

Qg - "(Qinv +Qacc +QsubO +

Qb ~ Qacc QsubO ^Qsub

Qinv = Qs + Qd

=yfb-0^j, +4^3#! where V^=yfb-V^-5^\ 5^=Qm

OtKc ^active^aaive^m^^FB^ yft^ )

QsubO -W L C
active active^ ox

K
\ox

V K,J

V.dsat^cv

^bulk ~ ^bulkO

VgslejjUc

^bulk

7 +

/ \CLE
^CLC^

^ \ active /
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Capacitance Model Equations

A>u/M) — 1+-
A,A''ff ^0

L^+XlX,X^^ W '̂+B,
//

l+KetaX^^

noffnv,
^p»jr.cv=«<#-"v,ln

-0-5(v4 +454Vto.«.} vMtere =V^^-V^-54; 54=0.02

IV L C
acrive aaive ox!5L=-

A '
hulk

' n

A V ^

\tdk T7
rs ^cveff

So =W L C
^^xuh active ^active ox

\

^~\ulk y __(^ ^hulk )\ulk K
« ^cveff

cvtff

A '
121 V' *^g.«<ri?cv 2
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Capacitance Model Equations

B.2.3.1 50/50 Charge partition

W T C

gatff 2

,2y 2

4y 1^ 2 C"#J

B.2.3.2 40/60 Channel-charge Partition

w L rQ — 'Wvf^aahgSit

{w~vj 3'«s«9t(A«j

a=-
W . L C

<v ^-.•JSSL.y
2

B.2.3.3 0/100 Charge Partition

a=-w L r
active ^active ^ox

a = -W L C
active "^active ^ ox

Vgxteffcv ^A^ulk Kcvtff

4

V 34 ' Vgsteffcv "^^bulk ^cv^

K.tt' v^)'
A ' ^

241 V ^ ^"^bulk y' gsteffcv 2 cveff ^

{\ulk Kv<50r)
4 '^bulk8 v:gsteffcv cveff
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Capacitance Model Equations

(3) capMod = 3 (Charge-Thickness Model)

capMod = 3 uses a zero-bias V^, i.e. y>>. calculated from the bias-

independent This is different from capMod = 1 and 2, where a bias-

dependent Vfl, is used.

vfb = -V,^

For the finite charge thickness (X^c) formulations, refer to Chapter 4.

Qacc oxeff gbacc

V„=V^+V,„^-n,-53

where y^=yfb-V^-5y; S^=0.02

C CC_ ^ox^cen
.oxeff „ ~

^ox '*^cen
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Capacitance Model Equations

C =
DC

Oj =4)^-24),=v, In ^gsttgcv
"^oin-K^Jv,

Q^=-wlq'oxeff

•1+J1+
^FBeff ^bstffs ^g!aeff,c^

K.lox

Vcggg = ^- +ylV' +4S,V,^ )

y>=Vj«..-V^-5,

V =
dsat

^gsteff ,cv
Hulk

^gxteff,cv «A>m/A: ^cj(f '
12-

•2t/2
cveff

>4 'V
V —ro cveff/^gsieff,cv YS /2
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Capacitance Model Equations

a=-

0,=-

SQsut =WLC„,^
1-Abulk V „cveff f

12

(i) 50/50 Charge Partition

2

cveff

A 'VV -rn ^^bulk ^cveff/
^ gsteff.cv YS /O

/j

a=a>42"=-^^ ^gsltffcv Vs Q^^ulk^cveff"^ f
A

(ii) 40/60 Charge Partition

fxtff

V"#*- /2

V -fflt TV'#»' /2

(^Jtrftv 'SJtfjIJtv T»/ -V'sjiejJtv~(v„

(iii) 0/100 Charge Partition

12- ^gsteffcv %

iHtt «̂ gsieffy ' tiV^J-^kuliVcv
15

Qs=-
WLC•bxeff y -0 +Ia y 4>«/fc ^cveffgsteffyCv t5 2 ""Ik cveff f

\ulk ^cveff/^12- ^5/CjKcV
/J
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Capacitance Model Equations

Qd=-
WLCoxeff ^gsteff,cv 2^^bulk ^cveff" '̂ ^bulk cveff

^ A 'VV —tn — bulk ^dveff/
^gsteff,cv YS /O
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APPENDIX D: Model Parameter Binning

Below is the information on parameter binning regarding which model parameters can or

cannot be binned. All those parameters which canbe binned follow this implementation:

P P P

For example, for the parameter kl: Fq = kl, Pl = Ikl, Pw = wkl, Pp= pkl. binUnit is a

bining unit selector. If binUnit = 1, the units ofL^^and W^^used in the binning equation

above have the units of microns; therwise in meters.

Forexample, fora device with Lgff= O.Sjxm andWgff= 10|Xm. If binUnit = 1,theparameter

values for vsat are le5, le4, 2e4, and 3e4 for vsat, Ivsat, wvsat, and pvsat, respectively.

Therefore, the effective value of vsat for this device is

vsat = le5 + le4/0.5 + 2e4/10 + 3e4/(0.5*10) = 1.28e5

To get the same effective value of vsat for binUnit = 0, the values of vsat, Ivsat, wvsat, and

pvsat would be le5, le-2, 2e-2, 3e-8, respectively. Thus,

vsat=: le5 + le-2/0.5e6 + 2e-2/10e-6 + 3e-8/(0.5e-6 * lOe-6) = 1.28e5
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Model Control Parameters

D.l Model Control Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

None level The model selector NO

None version Model version selector NO

None binUnit Bining unit selector NO

None param-

Chk

Parameter value check NO

mobMod mobMod Mobility model selector NO

capMod capMod Flag for the short channel
capacitance model

NO

nqsMod. nqsMod Flag for NQS model NO

noiMod noiMod Flag for Noise model NO

D.2 DC Parameters

D-2

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

VthO VthO Threshold voltage @Vi,^=0 for
Large L.

YES

VFB vfb Flat band voltage YES

K1 kl First order body effect coeffi
cient

YES

K2 k2 Second order body effect coef
ficient

YES
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DC Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

K3 k3 Narrow width coefficient YES

K3b k3b Body effect coefficient of k3 YES

WO wO Narrow width parameter YES

Nix nix Lateral non-uniform doping
parameter

YES

DvtO dvtO first coefficient of short-chan

nel effect on Vth
YES

Dvtl dvtl Second coefficient of short-

channel effect on Vth

YES

Dvt2 dvt2 Body-bias coefficient of short-
channel effect on Vth

YES

DvtOw dvtOw First coefficient of narrow

width effect on Vth for small

channel length

YES

Dvtlw dvtwl Second coefficient of narrow

width effect on Vth for small

channel length

YES

Dvt2w dvt2w Body-bias coefficient ofnarrow
width effect for small channel

length

YES

^lO uO Mobility at Temp = Tnom
NMOSFET

PMOSFET

YES

Ua ua First-order mobility degrada
tion coefficient

YES

Ub ub Second-order mobility degrada
tion coefficient

YES
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DC Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Uc uc Body-effect of mobility degra
dation coefficient

YES

vsat vsat Saturation velocity at Temp=
Tnom

YES

AO aO Bulk charge effect coefficient
for channel length

YES

Ags ags gate bias coefficient of Abulk YES

BO bO Bulk charge effect coefficient
for channel width

YES

B1 bl Bulk charge effect width offset YES

Keta keta Body-bias coefficient of bulk
charge effect

YES

A1 al First nonOsaturation effect

parameter
YES

A2 a2 Second non-saturation factor YES

Rdsw rdsw Parasitic resistance per unit
width

YES

Prwb prwb Body effect coefficient of Rdsw YES

Prwg prwg Gate bias effect coefficient of

Rdsw

YES

Wr wr Width Offset from Weff for

Rds calculation

YES

Wint wint Width offset fitting parameter
from I-V without bias

NO

Lint lint Length offset fitting parameter
from I-V without bias

NO
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DC Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

dWg dwg Coefficient of Weff's gate
dependence

YES

dWb dwb Coefficient of Weff's substrate

body bias dependence
YES

Voff voff Offset voltage in the subthresh-
old region for large W and L

YES

Nfactor nfactor Subthreshold swing factor YES

EtaO etaO DEBL coefficient in subthresh

old region
YES

Etab etab Body-bias coefficient for the
subthreshold DIBL effect

YES

Dsub dsub DIBL coefficient exponent in
subthreshold region

YES

Cit cit Interface trap capacitance YES

Cdsc cdsc Drain/Source to channel cou

pling capacitance

YES

Cdscb cdscb Body-bias sensitivity of Cdsc YES

Cdscd cdscd Drain-bias sensitivity of Cdsc YES

Pclm pclm Channel length modulation
parameter

YES

Pdiblcl pdiblcl First output resistance DIBL

effect correction parameter
YES

Pdiblc2 pdiblc2 Second output resistance DIBL
effect correction parameter

YES

Pdiblcb pdiblcb Body effect coefficient of

DIBL correction parameters
YES
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DC Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Drout drout L dependence coefficient of the
DIBL correction parameter in
Rout

YES

Pscbel pscbel First substratecurrent body-
effect parameter

YES

Pscbe2 pscbe2 Second substrate currentbody-
effect parameter

YES

Pvag pvag Gate dependence of Early volt
age

YES

6 delta Effective Vds parameter YES

Ngate ngate poly gate doping concentration YES

aO alphaO Thefirstparameter of impact
ionization current

YES

al alphal Isub parameter for length scal
ing

YES

po betaO Thesecond parameter of impact
ionization current

YES

Rsh rsh Source drain sheet resistance in

ohm per square
NO

JsO js Source drainjunction saturation
current per unit area

NO

ijth ijth Diode limiting current NO
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AC and Capacitance Parameters

D.3 AC and Capacitance Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Xpart xpart Charge partitioning rate flag NO

CGSO cgso Non LDD region source-gate
overlap capacitance per
channel length

NO

CGDO cgdo Non LDD region drain-gate
overlap capacitance per
channel length

NO

CGBO cgbo Gate bulk overlap capaci
tance per unit channel length

NO

Cj cj Bottom junction per unit area NO

Mj mj Bottom junction capacitance
grating coefficient

NO

Mjsw mjsw Source/Drain side junction
capacitance grading coeffi
cient

NO

Cjsw cjsw Source/Drain side junction
capacitance per unit area

NO

Pb pb Bottom built-in potential NO

Pbsw pbsw Source/Drain side junction
built-in potential

NO

CGSl cgsl Light doped source-gate
region overlap capacitance

YES

CGDl cgdl Light doped drain-gate region
overlap capacitance

YES
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AC and Capacitance Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

CKAPPA ckappa Coefficient for lightly doped
region overlap
capacitance Fringing field
capacitance

YES

Cf cf fringing field capacitance YES

CLC clc Constant term for the short

channel model

YES

CLE cle Exponential term for the short
channel model

YES

DLC die Length offset fitting parame
ter from C-V

YES

DWC dwc Width offset fitting parameter
from C-V

YES

Vfbcv vfbcv Flat-band voltage parameter
(for capMod = 0 only)

YES

noff noff CV parameter in Vgsteff,CV
for weak to strong inversion

YES

voffcv voffcv CV parameter in Vgsteff,CV
for weak to strong inversion

YES

acde acde Exponential coefficient for
chargethicknessin capMod=3
for accumulation and deple
tion regions

YES

moin moin Coefficient for the gate-bias
dependent surface potential

YES
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NQS Parameters

D.4 NQS Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Elm elm Elmore constant of the channel YES

D.5 dW and dL Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

W1 wl Coefficient of length depen
dence for width offset

NO

Win win Power of length dependence of
width offset

NO

Ww ww Coefficient of width depen
dence for width offset

NO

Wwn wwn Power of width dependence of
width offset

NO

Wwl wwl Coefficient of length and width
cross term for width offset

NO

LI 11 Coefficient of length depen
dence for length offset

NO

Lin lln Power of length dependence for
length offset

NO
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dW and dL Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Deseription Can Be

Binned?

Lw lw Coeffieientof width depen-
denee for length offset

NO

Lwn lwn Power of width dependenee for
length offset

NO

Lwl lwl Coeffieient of length and width
eross term for length offset

NO

Lie Lie Coeffieientof length depen
denee for CV ehannel length
offset

NO

Lwc Lwe Coeffieientof width depen
deneefor CV ehannellength
offset

NO

Lwlc Lwle Coeffieient of length and width-
dependenee for CV ehannel
length offset

NO

Wlc Wle Coeffieient of lengthdepen
denee for CV ehannel width

offset

NO

Wwc Wwe Coeffieientof widthdependenee
for CV ehannel width offset

NO

Wwlc Wwle Coeffieient of length and width
dependenee for CV ehannel
width offset

NO
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Temperature Parameters

D.6 Temperature Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Tnom tnom Temperature at which param
eters are extracted

NO

\Lie ute Mobility temperature expo
nent

YES

Ktl ktl Temperature coefficient for
threshold voltage

YES

Ktll ktll Channel length dependence of
the temperature coefficient for
threshold voltage

YES

Kt2 kt2 Body-bias coefficient of Vth
temperature effect

YES

Ual ual Temperature coefficient for
Ua

YES

Ubl ubl Temperature coefficient for
Ub

YES

Ucl ucl Temperature coefficient for
Uc

YES

At at Temperature coefficient for
saturation velocity

YES

Prt prt Temperature coefficient for
Rdsw

YES

nj nj Emission coefficient YES

XTI xti Junction current temperature
exponent coefficient

YES
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Flicker Noise Model Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

tpb tpb Temperature coefficient of Pb NO

tpbsw tpbsw Temperature coefficient of
Pbsw

NO

tpbswg tpbswg Temperature coefficient of
Pbswg

NO

tcj tcj Temperature coefficientof Cj NO

tcjsw tcjsw Temperature coefficient of
Cjsw

NO

tcjswg tcjswg Temperature coefficient of
Cjswg

NO

D.7 Flicker Noise Model Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Noia noia Noise parameter A NO

Noib noib Noise parameter B NO

Noic noic Noise parameter C NO

Em em Saturation field NO

Af af nicker noise exponent NO
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Process Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Ef ef Flicker noise frequency
exponent

NO

Kf kf Flicker noise parameter NO

D.8 Process Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Tox tox Gate oxide thickness NO

Toxm toxm Tox at which parameters are
extracted

NO

Xj xj Junction Depth YES

yl gammal Body-effect coefficient near the
surface

YES

y2 gamma2 Body-effect coefficient in the
bulk

YES

Nch nch Channel doping concentration YES

Nsub nsub Substrate doping concentration YES

Vbx vbx Vbs at which the depletion
region width equals xt

YES

Vbm vbm Maximum applied body bias in
Vth calculation

YES

Xt xt Doping depth YES
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Geometry Range Parameters

D.9 Geometry Range Parameters

Symbols
used in

equation

Symbols
used in

SPICE

Description Can Be

Binned?

Lmin lmin Minimum channel length NO

Lmax lmax Maximum channel length NO

Wmin wmin Minimum channel width NO

Wmax wmax Maximum channel width NO

binUnit binUnit Binning unit selector NO
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